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Seated from left to right:
Muneer Hassan, Ashley Vandiar and Bongeka Nodada.

Standing from left to right:
Juanita Steenekamp, Yusuf Dukander, Sue Ludolph, Mohammed Lorgat, Leigh Roberts and Tshegofaco Rametsi.



Accountancy@UJ strives for innovation and distinguished excellence in:

•	 	skills	development	and	transformation	of	the	accountancy	profession,
•	 	scholarly	activity	and	cutting-edge	research	that	adds	value	to	business.

For more info turn to page 45
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“Focus	everyday	on	
being	your	best	and	
bring	out	the	best	in	
others.		If	you	know	

what	you	are	here	to	do	
and	why	you	are	here	to	do	
it	then	the	power	of	your	
purpose	will	be	greater	
than	any	challenge	or	

naysayer.”
Mahatma gandhi
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WHAT LEGACY WILL 
YOU LEAVE?

“What is my legacy?” This is not just 'a' question; is 
it not THE question? It goes to the very heart of 
human existence. It is an emotional summing up 

for many and a reminder of our own mortality. The answer may 
be simpler than most realise.

After all is said and done, your legacy consists of what you 
have done to support your beliefs, and how those beliefs have 
affected those around you. As a Chartered Accountant (SA) 
and business leader you will leave your hot or cold legacy. One 
strange business perplexity is why so many entirely competent 
leaders finish their leadership journey without leaving behind 
much of a trace, while others – not necessarily more talented 
– bestow a glittering legacy. What is it about some leaders that 
enables them not only to make an impact during their careers, 
but to continue inspiring how people act and think in their 

organisations (sometimes, in an entire industry) even after they’ve gone? 
This answer is not simple and hinges on several factors. A key variable is the way you treat others.
This month we applaud the QEII qualifiers and encourage those still on this journey. Trainees are the future of 

the CA(SA) as well as the Saica brand and many face huge challenges on their way to qualify. As they first embrace 
their new profession, how will they be taught to lead? 

Saica chairperson Helen Thrush recently encouraged business mentors to consider how they lead their 
trainees: “The way you treat the youngsters around you today will affect how they treat the trainees who follow 
them.” Helen tells that she had to work for “the partner from hell” when locked in her training contract. Over 
the following years she kept an eye out on his progress and observed how, despite stomping on people climbing 
the ladder, he really did not get that far. Helen believes that your approach now will guide those you leave behind 
when you move on - and will impact on people’s perception of you forever. 

Helen’s ordeal was both negative and positive – she learnt first-hand how NOT to lead. Will you leave behind 
a generation who will perpetuate dysfunctional behaviour, or even drives bright young prospects out of our 
profession?

Or will you leave behind a legacy that inspires and warms?

Gerinda JooSte
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 hAVe YoUr SAY

HAVE YOUr SAY
At Accountancy SA we 
value feedback from 
our members. So, if you 
would like to share your 
views or comment on 
articles that we have 
published, please feel 
free to write to us. 

We also profile our 
members and if you'd 
like to be profiled, please 
let us know. 

Send an email to us at 
journal@saica.co.za

THE NEw LOOk OF 
ACCOUNTANCY SA 

DEFErrED TAx ASSETS
Editor and my technical fellows
I attach a letter with my opinion on the contentious matter 
of creating an asset using an assessed taxation loss as the 
substance for the basis.

IFRS is a set of reporting regulation requirements which, 
I feel, is trying to level out, smooth out, and remove from a 
business the actual factual ups and downs that occur in any 
financial reporting year. 

Where management does not wish to have a deferred tax 
asset as such, it gives rise to a conflict of opinion and can 
result in an audit opinion being a disclaimer, disagreement 
and/or qualified purely because of certain reporting 
requirement standards.   

Every business will have good years and some not so 
good years, and I firmly believe that it is better to reflect 
those in the Financials and to cover the events with a factual 
concise elucidation of what transpired, giving sufficient detail 
so as not to make the reading of the report onerous.

This will give any and every reader, analyst, investor 
wanting to know about that business a far better picture 
of what takes place in that organisation's dealings, risks 
and prospects. This falls somewhere within the Integrated 
reporting requirement suggestion. I received some very 
strong advice when I was doing articles in the 1950s. My 
Principal said:  "don't be vague - Ever" 

Thanking you, Gary Holburn CA(SA) 

DEAr EDITOr
Firstly – congratulations on the 
new format of AccountancySA 
… it looks great.

 I was wondering if you 
would be interested in a series 
of articles about corporate 
sustainability?  

regards,
Anria S. van Zyl CA(SA)

Editor’s reply: Hi Anria (and 
other CAs(SA) interested 
in writing articles for 
Accountancy SA). We always 
strive to publish the best 
content possible for our 
members - usually articles 
that are generated by our 
members. 

You are leaders in the 
industry and the experts in 
your various fields. Please 
don't hesitate to send articles 
to us for publication. Articles 
are subjected to a blind 
peer review approval before 
publication.

Send it to journal@saica.o.za

reading about other people 
in our profession and what 
they are achieving as well as 
small snippets of news. Many 
of the articles are short, crisp 
and to the point and provide 
a valuable insight into what is 
happening. For the first time in 
my life I actually enjoy receiving 
Accountancy SA and even better, 
reading it!! Well done to all. 

Chantyl Mulder CA(SA) 

The new look and feel of 
Accountancy SA is attractive – it 
feels and looks classy.  Love the 
front covers with real people and 
that the front cover relates to a 
story inside the magazine. 

Adel du Plessis CA(SA) 

An industry magazine such 
as ASA needs to manage the 
balance between being the official 
public voice of a professional 
institute, and being relevant 
and interesting to its intended 
readers. There is a strategic 
choice between being "Saica 
centric" versus "reader centric". 
The new Accountancy SA  format 
groups articles into "develop", 
"influence" and "lead" sections. 

While this resonates with 
Saica's mission, it represents a 
design choice that compromises 
relevance and interest to readers. 
Alternative, more reader-centric 
grouping approaches include 
industry sector (advisory, banking, 
manufacturing, etc.), career path/
professional competency (finance, 
strategy, general management, 
etc.) and geographic area (SA, 
Africa, Europe, etc.).  Accountancy 
SA needs to be more reader-
centric in its approach. 

Regards,  Troy Dyer CA(SA)

I am not much of a fan of the 
tabloid press, I always feel a bit 
short changed by the end of an 
article, like getting a taste of 
the topic, but none of the nitty 
gritty, however, I gather that the 
youth of today are accustomed to 
dealing is short sound bytes, so 
the mosaic of issues today should 
be digestible to most of you.  
Having said that, Accountancy 
SA never disappointed in terms 
of detail, I think the quality 
and quantity of content sets it 
apart from almost any other 
publication I know.
Helen Thrush CA(SA) (SAICA Chairperson)

We've been getting a lot of 
responses to the new look 
of Accountancy SA and 
want to share it with you:

The cover page of the March 
2013 issue is beautiful, 
awesome, everyone is happy and 
proud! We are grateful to you 
and your entire crew.  
Sindi Zilwa CA(SA), CEO – Nkonki Inc

The new Accountancy SA 
is a delight and makes for a 
wonderful read. I just love 



Book now! Each event counts towards  
verifiable CPD points. 
For more information, visit www.saica.co.za 
Dates are subject to change.

SAICA’S UpComIng eventS 2013

Continuous learning 
defines a leader

Month title City

eVentS

May Strategic Management Accounting Forum National 11*

May Business Breakfast with Reuel Khoza Johannesburg

Jul IFRS Foundations Trustees breakfast Johannesburg

SeMinarS

Apr IFRS for Fund Managers Johannesburg & Cape Town

Apr JSE Monitoring of Financial Reporting Johannesburg & Cape Town

Apr Practice Management National 2*

Apr Assessor Training Bloemfontein and Pretoria

Apr Exchange Control National 4*

Apr & May Mergers and Acquisitions National 11*

May A Practical Approach to Managing Others Johannesburg & Cape Town

May Finance and Tax Planning for Individuals National 2*

May Anti Money Laundering National 2*

May Islamic Finance National 11*

May & Jun IFRS Back to Basics National 5*

May & Jun Financial Due Diligence Pretoria & Cape Town

Jun Trusts National 7*

Jun Update on Integrated Reporting Johannesburg

Jun Financial Modelling Masterclass (using excel) National 2*

Jun Effective BEE Verification and BEE Legislative Update Johannesburg & Cape Town

Jul Estate Agents Trust Accounts National 3*

Jul Financial Budgeting and Forecasting National 11*

Jul Fraud – Practical Approach Johannesburg & Cape Town

National 1 Johannesburg,  Pretoria, Port Elizabeth, East London & Bloemfontein
National 2 Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town & KwaZulu-Natal
National 3 Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, KwaZulu-Natal, George, Port Elizabeth & Bloemfontein
National 4 Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, KwaZulu-Natal, George, Port Elizabeth & Nelspruit
National 5 Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, Stellenbosch & KwaZulu-Natal
National 6 Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, East London & KwaZulu-Natal
National 7 Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town, KwaZulu-Natal, Port Elizabeth, Potchefstroom & Bloemfontein
National 8 Pretoria, Stellenbosch, Cape Town & KwaZulu-Natal
National 9 Johannesburg, Cape Town, KwaZulu-Natal & Bloemfontein
National 10 Johannesburg,  Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, East London & Bloemfontein, KwaZulu-Natal
National 11 Johannesburg, Cape Town & KwaZulu-Natal

SAICA_Training_FA.indd   1 2013/03/13   11:20 AM
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Up-to-date
KEEPING YOU INFORMED OF BUSINESS TODAY

“Focus	everyday	on	
being	your	best	and	
bring	out	the	best	in	
others.		If	you	know	

what	you	are	here	to	do	
and	why	you	are	here	

to	do	it	then	the	power	
of	your	purpose	will	
be	greater	than	any	

challenge	or	naysayer.”
Mahatma gandhi

EVErYTHINg TAx AT YOUr FINgErTIPS
The Tax Suite offering is available to SAICA 
members and non-members on an annual 
subscription basis. Designed to be the digital 
channel of choice on tax information in South 
Africa, Tax Suite is primarily - but not solely - 
aimed at tax practitioners. Just about anyone 
that has anything to do with tax will benefit 
in subscribing to Tax Suite, although SAICA 
members pay a reduced subscription fee. With the 
business objective of offering comprehensive tax 
information through a single electronic portal, we 
disseminate tax specialty information, products, 
tools and services to a widening client base.

As a subscriber you’ll get weekly tax alerts, 
monthly newsletters and a quarterly journal, with 
online access to all our aggregated tax-related 
information. Visit www.taxsuite.co.za for more 
information.

BRICS BUSINESS 
COUNCIL
At the recent BrICS Summit 
held in durban, the members of 
the BrICS group of emerging 
economies (Brazil‚ Russia‚ 
China‚ India and South Africa) 
set up a Business Council to 
strengthen economic ties‚ trade 
and investment between the 
business communities of the five 
countries.

The department of Trade 
and Industry (dti) stated that 
before the summit it was agreed 

that each BrICS country would 
nominate to this council five 
business executives who are 
leaders of different business 
organisations or sectors in their 
own countries.

SA nominated mining 
magnate Patrice Motsepe 
as the chairperson of its 
representation‚ which included 
Business Unity SA CEO, 
Nomaxabiso Majokweni‚ 
Zungu Investment executive 
chairperson Sandile Zungu‚ 
Sekunjalo group chairperson 
Iqbal Surve and Transnet CEO 
Brian Molefe.

WOMEN 
ENTREPRENEURS 
NEED SUPPORT
According to Census 2011, 15% 
of South African households 
have female breadwinners, 
where a married woman is the 
head of the household. As South 
Africa’s unemployment rate rises 
and it becomes harder to find 
permanent employment, more 
and more women are looking to 
entrepreneurial endeavours to 
help them support their families.

The reasons for this are the 
same as for men. “Women,” says 
the 2012 global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor (GEM), “show marked 
differences from men in 
characteristics such as their 
attitudes about entrepreneurship, 
the industries they operate in, 
and their ambitions for growth.”

It also suggests that women 
may face a tougher battle than 
men, though, as “women 
entrepreneurs may not be 
sufficiently empowered or 
supported to allow them to 
contribute to new business 
start-ups". “The reasons for this 
may include cultural and societal 
attitudes and access to resources 
and opportunities. Policies that 
can promote societal attitude 
changes, and train, support and 
encourage women entrepreneurs 
will promote inclusiveness and 
fuel economic growth.”

Annie McWalter, CEO of 
The Hope Factory believes 
that its approach of holistic and 
hands-on mentoring helps to 
provide some much needed 
support to the entrepreneurs 
on its programmes. She says, 
“All of our programmes include 
a large mentoring component 
where we walk the business 
journey with our entrepreneurs. 
Through this programme we 
assist each business owner with 
the issues that their particular 
business faces".Over the last 
12 years The Hope Factory has 
had more than 1000 people 
attend various business and skills 
development programmes, with 
a major emphasis on starting 
and growing one's own business 
– approximately 60% of these 
businesses are female-owned 
or run.



Petrol Price –keeP track of 
comPany vehicle usage
 
On March 5, the fuel price rose to a new record, which will not just 
hurt the pockets of motorists, but will impact business operations. 

Lourens Joubert, Santam’s head of commercial insurance, 
warns business owners to monitor usage.

“Companies could open themselves up for alarming fuel bills if 
they do not implement strict 
guidelines for the usage of 
company vehicles, especially 
when these are also used 
in personal capacity by 
employees,” says Joubert.

"While personal use 
may be allowed by certain 
companies, employees 
should not take advantage 
by embarking on excessive 
trips,” adds Joubert.

As it may be difficult to 
prohibit personal use of business 
vehicles, companies can adopt 
these guidelines to keep track of 
usage:

• Employees should maintain a 
daily travel log listing mileage 
driven, destinations and the 
reason for each trip.

• Select the correct models with 
low emissions to optimise 
company car tax calculations. 

Source: www.fin24.com
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GREAT BASIS FOR 
BUSINESS CAREERS 
Mid-tier accounting firms 
offer such a diverse range of 
experience and exposure that 
their alumni are found among 
the top echelons of almost every 
industry.

Numerous prominent 
businessmen completed their 
training contracts at PKF, a 
mid-tier accounting firm. These 
include gidon Novick, former 
CEO of Comair, founder of 
Kulula.com and current CEO of 
discovery Vitality; William Kirsh, 
founder of Primedia; and ricky 
Farber, current FD of Discovery.

A PKF graduate from the 
class of 2002 is Yolanda Cuba, 
the former CEO of Mvelaphanda 
Group who was also an executive 
director of Mvelaserve. She 
is currently a non-executive 
director of ABSA Bank, ABSA 
group, Mvelaphanda resources, 
Steinhoff International and 
reunert.

A prominent PKF graduate 

in the financial sector is Sam 
Hackner, CEO and global head of 
Investec Property and a director 
of Investec gLL global Special 
Opportunities Real Estate Fund.

Andrew Hannington, National 
Chairman of PKF, says: "From 
airlines to media and mining to 
financial services, these former 
trainees have done spectacularly 
well, and I have no doubt that the 
breadth of training they received 
with us contributed to their 
success."

Not only is it graduates 
who have achieved, but former 
partners as well. Margaret 
dawes, who after nine years as 
a partner of the firm, moved to 
commerce and industry into a top 
executive position.

Appointed as Executive 
director for Africa at Sanlam 
Emerging Markets in 2008 
and having served as Chief 
Financial Officer since 2005, she 
shares Hannington's view that 
the breadth of experience in a 
mid-sized firm delivers "a brilliant 
foundation for whatever you want 
to do in life".

The	Budget	Speech	
was	like	a	snapshot	
of	a	car	on	a	hill	with	
its	handbrake	off	-	
seemingly	still,	yet	at	
great	risk
Peter Attard Montalto

GADGET OF THE MONTH
SamSunG Galaxy S iii mini 

The GALAXY S III mini is powered by Android™ 4.1 (Jelly 
Bean), the latest version of the world’s most popular smartphone 
operating system, with stunning graphical capabilities, fast screen 
transitions, and an upgraded Google Now service. The GALAXY S 
III mini shares the GALAXY S III’s 
breakthrough design and simple 
elegance. 

It has a beautiful 4.0-inch 
Super AMOLED display, offering 
a generous viewing experience 
that lets you view multimedia and 
Web content in brilliant colour and 
clarity. Furthermore, the GALAXY 
S III mini is packed with intelligent 
technology such as, S Voice, S Beam 
and the ‘Buddy photo share’ function 
– allowing photos to be easily and 
simultaneously shared with friends. 
However, what certainly makes 
the S III mini a “must have gadget” 
is its compact size, giving users a 
comfortable grip and allowing a 
convenient one-hand operation.

The GALAXY S III mini 
is available through leading 
retailers for R3 999.00. For more 
information go to 
www.samsung.com. 
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ACCoUnTIng 
nEWS
Darrel Scott appointed as 
Chairman of the IASB’s 
SME Implementation 
Group
 
Darrel Scott CA(SA), an 
IASB member, has been 
appointed as Chairman of the 
SME Implementation group 
(SMEIG). Bruce Mackenzie and 
Frank Timmins also CAs(SA), 
have been members of the 
SMEIg since 2010. More 
information on darrel Scott’s 
appointment can be found on 
the IASB website. 

Major review conducted on 
the IASB due process 

The Trustees of the IFRS 
Foundation have performed a 
major review of the IASB and 
IFRS Interpretations Committee 
due process. This review 
represents the first key changes 
made to the due process of the 
IASB and IFRS Interpretations 
Committee since 2006. The 
revisions include:

• Consolidation of the due 
process requirements 
of the IASB and 
IFRS Interpretations 
Committee into a single 
document.

• Incorporation of 
a comprehensive 
discussion of the process 
to be followed by the 
IASB in assessing the 
likely effects of an IFRS. 

• A detailed description of 
the research programme 
to be undertaken by the 
IASB on IFRS projects, 

which has become 
an integral part and 
a development base 
from which all potential 
standards-level projects 
will be identified. 

• A description of the 
process to be followed by 
the IASB in conducting 
and completing post-
implementation reviews 
(PIRs). The IASB 
utilises PIrs to analyse 
unexpected issues that 
have arisen from the 
practical implementation 
of an IFRS and the 
potential impact of 
the provisions. A PIr 
normally begins after 
the new requirements 
have been applied 
internationally for two 
years, which is generally 
about 30 to 36 months 
after the effective 
date. Each review has 
two phases. The first 
PIr conducted by the 
IASB was on IFRS 8 – 
Operating Segments, by 
publishing a Request for 
Information document in 
July 2012 for a comment 
period of four months. 
The next IFRS to be 
subjected to a PIr is 
IFRS 3 – Business 
Combinations, and the 
IASB is expected to start 
with this review by the 
end of June 2013.   

The above changes to 
the IFRS Foundation Due 
Process handbook, the related 
feedback statement and the 
amendments to the IFRS 
Foundation Constitution, can 
be downloaded from the IASB 
website.

A CATALYST FOR NDP IMPLEMENTATION
 
President Zuma, in his 2013 State of the Nation 
address, alluded to the government’s focus on 
improving infrastructure in terms of the National 
Development Plan (NDP).  He also emphasised 
the need for an integrated urban development 
framework to assist municipalities to effectively 
manage rapid urbanisation.

KPMG Partner Kobus Fourie said: “Already, 37 
percent of the South African population live in the 
eight major metropoles and produce 62 percent of 
national GDP.”

Almost two thirds of South Africa’s population 
live in urban areas, with the rate of urbanisation 
expected to continue. Cities have an important role 
as centres of economic infrastructure provision. 
Most infrastructure spending is usually in a city, or 
connects cities.

A key to infrastructure development is the role of 
water. The amount of unaccounted for water, due to 
leakages, incorrect billing and theft is in the region 
of 40 percent in some areas. Water treatment plants 
are deteriorating - a common problem around the 
world. 

 
KPMG’s David O’Brien commented that cities are 

the future of the world and is: “the most important 
level of government as it is the closest to the people.”
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TAX nEWS - VAT CASE
A CC vendor deducted input tax on a VAT-return without having 
the VAT input invoices. If the CC possessed the necessary tax 
invoices, it should have been entitled to make the deduction.  

due to an alleged fraud in the supplier’s administration, the 
CC was unable to obtain the relevant invoices. SArS instituted a 
tax audit and issued an assessment for R4 553 000. 

This case highlights a problem often encountered in practice.  
In terms of the Value-Added Tax Act (VAT Act), the vendor may 
only deduct input tax [refer to section 16(2)] from output tax, 
if the claim is supported by tax invoices that meet section 20 
requirements.  

This vendor relied on section 20(7) of the VAT Act and 
requested SARS to direct that a tax invoice is not required.  
SArS refused and the CC objected. The court agreed that SArS 
was correct to disallow the objection, as the VAT Act does not 
permit objections against a section 20(7) decision. The court did 
not decide on whether or not it would be possible to allow the 

deduction on the basis of a constitutional right to: “administrative 
action that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair.”  

The vendor in this case relied on section 20(7) of the Value-
Added tax Act and requested SARS to direct that a tax invoice 
is not required. SARS refused to do so and the CC objected 
against SArS’s disallowance of the deduction. The court agreed 
that SArS was correct to disallow the objection as the Value-
Added Tax Act does not permit an objection against a decision in 
terms of section 20(7).  The court did not decide on whether or 
not it would be possible to allow the deduction on the basis of a 
person constitutional right to “administrative action that is lawful, 
reasonable and procedurally fair.”  

This case illustrates the fact that where a vendor has paid 
input tax, but does not have the required documents in its 
possession, it may not deduct the input tax that it suffered on the 
acquisition of the goods or services. If the vendor proceeded to 
make a deduction, in such an instance, SArS will be correct to 
add back the tax deducted and, in terms of the Tax Administration 
Act, also to impose a percentage based penalty.



RENTAL PROPERTIES AVAILABLE IN CAPE 
TOWN’S BUSTLING CBD, TRENDY GREEN 
POINT, POPULAR CENTURY CITY AND THE 
LUSH GREEN SUBURB OF CLAREMONT. 

It’s a Go | GP-CM | 2063

Now you can rent one of these prime business properties with UNdeposit - our unique offering that replaces 
a rental deposit with a much smaller initial fee, so that you’re free to unleash your business’s full potential 
at the right address. To view a property, contact Gregg Huntingford on 021 673 8400 today. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON UNDEPOSIT, GO TO WWW.UNDEPOSIT.CO.ZA, TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY



 DeVeLoP UP-TO-DATE

What to do when you 
want to give up 

by Allon Raiz

running your own business is 
hard. When times are tough, it 
gets even harder. 

What to do when all the 
financial indicators are telling 
you that you’re a failure, but 
a voice deep inside is telling 
you that you have something 
special? When do you know 
whether you are conning 
yourself, or if indeed there is 
something worthwhile in your 
business? 

How do you handle the 
disparity between what you 
portray to the world and what 
is really going on inside? Allon 
Raiz has been there, and 
has guided countless other 
entrepreneurs through the 
ultimate challenge of being 
an entrepreneur.  This book 
will show you how to assess 
whether your business can 
weather the challenges that 
face so many small businesses.

A good African Story 
by Andrew rugasira

This is an inspirational story of 
how an African-owned coffee 
company became a global 
brand. 

Since it was founded in 
2003, good African Coffee has 
helped thousands of farmers 
earn a decent living, send their 
children to school and escape a 
spiral of debt and dependence. 

Despite huge inflows of aid, 
Africa remains mired in poverty, 
disease and systemic corruption. 
In this book the author argues 
that trade has achieved what 
years of aid failed to deliver, 
and has provided a tantalising 
glimpse of what Africa could be. 

As he recounts the very 
personal story of his company 
and the challenges that he 
faced – and overcame – as an 
African entrepreneur, rugasira 
discusses the barriers that 
currently prevent fair and equal 
trade between Africa and the 
rest of the world.

POLL OF THE MONTH
We asked …

gauteng Provincial government wants to stop sales of alcohol on 
Sundays...

WHo SAID ACCoUnTAnTS Don’T 
gIVE A FLIP …PER?  
The Stellenbosch Thuthuka students (of Stellenbosch University) 
gained 12 new honorary “members”. As part of the Stellenbosch 
Thuthuka students’ commitment to community service and giving, 
they raised money and adopted 12 African penguins from SANCCOB 
(the Southern African Foundation for the Conservation of Coastal 
Birds). 

African penguins are endangered, as their numbers have 
declined by 64% in the last decade alone. It costs approximately 
R500 to rehabilitate a penguin back to health and release it into 
the wild. The money raised assists in funding the rehabilitation. 
The honorary Stellenbosch Thuthuka students as named by the 
donors are: Stb Thuthuka; SAICA; CA(SA); Finrek; Sir Wil O. Pingo 
1st; Mrs. Bishop S. Rico; Frodo; Snafu; Riaan; Roelfie; Tatyana; 
Ivankov.

We expect that the Stellenbosch Thuthuka family will continue 
to grow in the near future, said Riaan Rudman, senior Thuthuka 
Project Manager.

They must stop blaming alcohol for all the wrongs in the society - 36%

It is a good way to fight crime and reduce violent crimes - 14%

It is a waste of money, time and resources - 19%

It is a joke - 8%

I wish this can become a national Act - 22%

THIS MONTH’S MUST rEADS …
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Change coming for SMEs

South Africa was represented by Bruce Mackenzie at the 
February 2013 meeting of the International Accounting 
Standards Board’s (IASB) SME Implementation Group (SMEIG)   
held in London.  Being represented in this forum is crucial to 
ensure that South Africa is part of the ongoing revisions and to 
be able to positively influence improvements.

SMEIG proposed significant updates to the International 
Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) standard for SMEs (IFRS 
for SMEs). The original standard was issued in 2009 and after 
four years, is due for review.

Items discussed included additional options for property, 
plant and equipment, as well as an option to revalue assets.   
Others were to bring in additional cost benefit exemptions to 
fair value for SMEs and the possibility of reduced disclosure 
requirements. 

The IASB hopes to issue an exposure draft later this year, 
with the changes to become effective from 2015.



www.careersuite.co.za

Job seekers | Recruiters | Employers | Professional Service Providers

Career Suite offers job seekers an all-in-one, easy to use online platform to 
post their CVs where it’s sure to be seen by the right people, plot their next 
career move and even manage their entire career journey. At the same time, 
it provides recruiters, employers and professional service providers with 
access to the best recruits in the business.

Career management>

Business leadership>

Self-assessment tools>

Top candidates recruitment>

Whether you’rethinking about
furthering yourcareer or fi ndingthe perfectcandidate…

has exactly
what you have in mind.

Visit www.careersuite.co.za to upload your CV or start browsing candidates.



 DeVeLoP THE WORLD

The World
PROVIDING AN OVERVIEW IN ONE GLANCE

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SURVEY 
A stark warning for SA

SUPPLY oF LEADERSHIP PoTEnTIAL AS A % oF PoPULATIon: ToP 25

 Rank Effective Leaders 
Today

Potential 
Leaders of Tomorrow

Ranking 
change

1-25 Country % Country % ↑or↓

1 China
(Hong Kong) 14 % Mexico 54% 21↑

2 germany 13% Turkey 50% 16↑

3 United 
Kingdom

10% Egypt 44%  New entry*

4 Australia∞ 10 % Switzerland 43% 2↑

5 united 
States 10% Brazil 42% 19↑

6 Switzerland 10% India 41%  New entry

7 Canada 10% Italy 41% 10↑

8 Japan∞ 9% united States 41% 3↓

9 Singapore∞ 9% germany 40% 7↓

10 New 
Zealand∞

8% Netherlands 40%  New entry

11 Sweden 7% China 
(Taiwan) 39% 1↑

12 China 
(Taiwan) ∞ 7% united Arab 

Emirates 39% 9↑

13 France∞ 7% denmark 39% 10↑

14 Thailand∞ 7.% Sweden 37% 3↓

15 Finland∞ 7% Portugal 37%  New entry

16 Belgium∞ 7% Russia 37%  New entry

17 Spain 6% Spain 37% No change

18 Turkey 6% Ireland 37%  New entry

19 Italy 6% Indonesia 37%  New entry

20 South 
Africa∞ 6% China (Hong 

Kong) 37% 19↓

21 united Arab 
Emirates 6% united 

Kingdom 37% 18↓

22 Mexico 6% Norway 36% 3↑

23 Denmark 5% Poland 35%  New entry

24 Brazil 5% Canada 35% 16↓

25 Norway 5% China 
(Mainland) 34%

New entry

∞Indicates those countries ranked in the top 25 leaders today but not listed in the top 25 for leadership potential tomorrow
*New entry – those countries not ranked in the top 25 leaders today but listed in the top 25 for leadership potential tomorrow
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THE WORLD DeVeLoP ➲

A Global Leadership study, 
providing a worldwide view 
of leadership potential has 

recently been released by SHL. 
The study identifies the top 25 
countries based on the analysis 
of over a million people from 
SHL’s global Talent Analytics™ 
database. 

Effective leaders are those 
individuals with many of 
the following attributes: the 
ability to direct, influence, 
motivate, communicate and 
work harmoniously at peak 
performance to achieve an 
organisation’s goals.

This report reveals that 
Hong Kong, Germany and the 
UK have more effective leaders 

today than any other country. 
South Africa ranks 20th, while 
Denmark, Brazil and Norway 
have the lowest supply.

 “The strength of supply 
of leadership talent in South 
Africa is ahead of other BRICS 
countries (Brazil, Russia, India 
and China), but leadership 
levels lag behind developed G8 
nations and the global average,” 
said Eugene Burke, chief 
science and talent analytics 
officer at SHL.

The landscape of leadership 
potential changes significantly 
when analysing the supply of 
leadership talent for tomorrow*. 
Mexico, Turkey and Egypt have 
the greatest source of potential 

future leaders. In stark contrast, 
South Africa falls out of the 
top 25 ranked countries, the 
UK drops 18 places and out of 
the top 20, while Hong Kong 
falls from poll position to 20th. 
Mexico and Brazil jump 19 and 
21 places respectively, with 
Mexico topping the list. 

Burke continued: “As the 
global landscape changes 
economically and socially, 
nations in the newer economies 
have a huge growth opportunity 
if they can identify, nurture and 
develop the leadership potential 
they have.”

Commenting on local 
leadership challenges, Kim 
Dowdeswell, SHL South Africa 

head of science and research, 
said: “Despite having a strong 
supply of leaders for today, 
South Africa has a leadership 
time bomb on its hands if it 
doesn’t invest in learning and 
development programmes to 
cultivate its future leaders.”

SHL’s indices also reveal 
South African women as ranking 
14th globally in leadership 
capability today. Despite the 
research showing negligible 
differences in capability 
between the sexes, the gender 
divide in leadership positions 
is vast, with only 28% of 
leadership roles held by women 
and just 8% of businesses led by 
a female CEO. ❐
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 DeVeLoP ScOREcARD

T he budget speech 
introduced several 
changes that will have 

a direct impact on payrolls 
and Human Resources (HR). 
Administrators will have 
to ensure that their payroll 
systems are updated as from 
1 March 2013 to reflect the 
stipulated changes. “Not 
implementing these changes, 
in the first period of the new 
tax year, will result in incorrect 
PAYE calculations,” says Karen 
Schmikl, Legislation Manager 
at Sage VIP, part of the Sage 
Group plc.

The tax tables for 
individuals and special trusts 
for the year ending 28 February 
2014 are:

Scorecard
NUMBERS THAT MAKE SENSE

THE BUDGET AND NEW TAx LAW

TAXABLE InCoME (R) RATE oF TAX (R)

0 - 165 600 18% of taxable income

165 601 - 258 750 29 808 + 
25% of taxable income above 165 600

258 751 - 358 110 53 096 + 
30% of taxable income above 258 750

358 111 - 500 940 82 904 + 
35% of taxable income above 358 110

500 941 - 638 600 132 894 + 
38% of taxable income above 500 940

638 601 and above 185 205 + 
40% of taxable income above 638 600

The tax rebate amounts 
have also changed in line 
with inflation: The primary 
tax rebate amount has been 
adjusted to R12 080, while a 
secondary rebate for persons 
of 65 years and older is set at 
R6 750.  A tertiary rebate for 
persons of 75 years and older is 
R2 250.

The tax thresholds have 
also been adjusted. Below the 
age of 65, the tax threshold has 
been set at R67 111; ages 65 to 
74 now have a tax threshold 
of R104 611; while ages 75 and 
over have a tax threshold of 
R117 111.

An employee is entitled 
to receive a subsistence 
allowance when the employee 
is obliged to spend at least 
one night away from his or 
her usual place of residence. 
The value of the deemed 
allowance or advance where 
the accommodation is in South 
Africa has been amended to 
R319 per day for meals plus 
incidental costs, and R98 
per day for incidental costs 
only. The schedule of rates for 
accommodation outside the 
country has been published on 
the SARS website.

The medical tax credits 
have also been increased to 

VArIAbLE rEMUNErATION 
Remuneration should be 

taxed when it is paid to the 
employee or when it is accrued 
(whichever happens first). This 

principle sometimes causes 
problems as a payment can be 
accrued in a tax year but only 
be quantified and paid in the 
next tax year. From 1 March 
2013, variable remuneration 

should be taxed in the month 
that it is paid to the employee 

and not when it accrues. 
This is quite a significant 

change as this will relieve 
the administrative burden of 

managing these payments.
 

Variable remuneration 
is defined as:

• Overtime
• Bonuses
• Commission
• An allowance 

or advance 
paid in respect 
of transport 
expenses such 
as a travel 
allowance

• Leave paid out
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R242 for the main member 
and first dependant and R162 
for every additional dependant 
thereafter.

Travel allowance costs have 
also been adjusted. The SARS 
deemed rate per kilometre 
increased from R3.16 to R3.24.  

The fixed cost, fuel and 
maintenance cost values 
have been amended and it is 
advisable to recalculate the 
value of all employee travel 
allowances from 1 March 2013.

The Retirement Reform 
may be implemented in March 
2014. This will result in fringe 
benefit calculations when an 
employer contributes towards 
employee retirement funds that 
include pension and retirement 
annuity funds. A 27.5% 
deduction is proposed on 
contributions, with a maximum 
annual deduction of R350 000.

Employers should also 
take note of the impact of the 
Taxation Laws Amendment 
Act, 2012, on payroll systems. 
This includes a change in 
the way employers deal with 
rental cars as company cars 
and the taxation of variable 
remuneration. It is advisable 
for employers to ensure that 
these changes are being applied 
to their payroll systems, to keep 
their businesses compliant and 
up-to-date with legislation. ❐

VALUE oF THE 
VEHICLE (InCL. VAT)

FIXED 
CoST

FUEL 
CoST

MAInTEnAnCE 
CoST

 (R) (R p.a.) (c/km) (c/km)

0 - 60 000 19 310 81.4 26.2

60 001 - 120 000 38 333 86.1 29.5

120 001 - 180 000 52 033 90.8 32.8

180 001 - 240 000 65 667 98.7 39.4

240 001 - 300 000 78 192 113.6 46.3

300 001 - 360 000 90 668 130.3 54.4

360 001 - 420 000 104 374 134.7 67.7

420 001 - 480 000 118 078 147.7 70.5

exceeding 480 000 118 078 147.7 70.5

Pay your employees online. Simple. No fuss.

Simple online payroll software for small and start-up 
businesses. No installation hassles. No upgrades. No more 
excuses for not getting paid on time. Now you can pay your 
employees anywhere, anytime.

www.pastelmypayroll.co.za
www.sagepastelonline.com
+27 11 304 4100
sales@pastelmypayroll.co.za

Process your 
payroll anytime, 
anywhere, except 

maybe the bathmaybe the bath



Simple strategies for a well-run life 

w hen I failed the QE in 1962, I desperately needed motivation to 
re-write.  I found two others in my position: we worked out a 
strategy and focused for four months on executing it. The rest 

is history (Motivate, strategise, execute).
I played professional soccer for Boksburg.  Our training regime 

involved running around the field week in and week out.  On 
weekends we were expected to win matches.  We then consulted 
a coach from the UK who presented motivational sessions and 
explained strategies for winning games.  He trained us with a ball at 
our feet and the forwards spent hours shooting at the goals.  

Goals win matches.  (Motivate, strategise, execute). When 
I started training candidates who had previously failed the CA 
qualifying examination, I found that most had prepared for previous 
exams by reading questions and editing answers.  The objective in 
an exam is to score marks under stress conditions.  To achieve this, 
it is essential to train by writing exams under simulated examination 
conditions and performing post-mortems on the attempts.  We need 
to identify the knowledge required and the way examiners mark the 
scripts. One candidate failed the QE four times because he thought 
that the examiners only marked the workings, not the final answer!  
The results of those who prepared by writing simulated exams far 
exceeded the examination averages.  (Motivate, strategise, execute).

My present mission is to educate people on how to create, build 
and maintain a store of wealth by investing on the JSE.  I have spent 

Charles 
Hattingh  
Simple Common Sense

Viewpoint
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT ISSUES THAT MATTER TO YOU THE MOST

nine years researching, experimenting and making and rectifying 
mistakes in this field.  In the past five years 1 800 people have 
participated in my programme.  The biggest obstacles I face are:

Apathy - (a lack of motivation), i.e. an attitude of “tomorrow will 
take care of itself”.  Few have worked out what they need when they 
cease earning a living.

Ignorance - the lack of knowledge and a strategy to achieve their 
goals.  I get frustrated with comments like “The JSE is just another 
Ponzi scheme” or “Money market is your safest investment” (there 
is a 100% chance of you losing due to the ravages of inflation) or “I 
am not prepared to pay the taxes levied on investments in JSE equity 
shares” (15% withholding tax and 13% capital gains tax) or “I can get 
a return of 20% p.m. by investing in the xxx scheme (scam!)”.

Arrogance - being the attitude of ignoring irrefutable evidence 
that a certain strategy works, but rather sticking to conventional 
wisdom, e.g. RAs.

During the past year I monitored and measured the performances 
of 50 investment portfolios totalling more than R230 million. I learnt 
many lessons from the successes of, and the mistakes made by, these 
investors (it is always cheaper to learn from the mistakes of others).  
I could also share some incredible success and disaster stories to 
motivate you to get into a savings and investment programme, 
but the 500 word limit for this article doesn’t allow.  If you would 
like to learn from the ‘school fees’ incurred by others (no charge 
and no obligation) pay www.mafiabuzz.co.za a visit and follow the 
instructions to download the stories.  Disclosure: Although this is my 
website, I am now semi-retired, so am not looking for business! ❐

 DeVeLoP VIEWPOINT

Kevin Phillips Ca(Sa) 
is the 

managing 
director of 

idu software.

Mark Bunting CFa Ca(Sa) 
is an associate 

professor of 
finance at 

rhodes University.

Clive Lotter
is an integrated reporting 
consultant and writer of 
annual reports for listed 

companies. 

Stanford Payne Ca(Sa)
is an icf 

accredited 
Executive and 

Business coach.

Mark Lloydbottom 
is an author 

and consultant at 
mark Lloydbottom 

consulting. 
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VIEWPOINT DeVeLoP ➲

A ll swans are white. 
That, anyway, was the 
unassailable presumption 

in Europe until the late 17th 
century, when a Dutch mariner 
reported sightings of black 
swans near what is now Perth 
in Western Australia. The news 
must have come as something 
of a surprise. Black swans had 
previously been considered to 
be such an utter impossibility 
that referring to them as ‘rare’ 
was, at the time, a popular 
way of expressing ironical 
understatement.

This amusing anecdote of 
historical short-sightedness 
has become a rich source of 
literary, philosophical and 
financial metaphor. Most 
recently, Nassim Taleb made 
the bird famous in his 2007 
bestseller, in which he defines 
a black swan event as an 
unexpected occurrence which, 
in hindsight, was entirely 
predictable. The global financial 
crisis is an excellent example. 
It caught almost everyone 
by surprise, but this has not 
prevented pundits from coming 
up with a flood of subsequent 
explanations about exactly 
why we should all have seen it 
coming.  

A much older use of 
the black swan story is in 
illustrating the shortcomings 
of inductive reasoning. Anyone 
who says that all swans are 
white, because every swan he 
had ever seen was white, is 
applying induction. Similarly, 
someone who argues that all 
mammals give birth to live 
young, simply on the basis of 
extrapolation from personal 
past observations, has made an 
inductive inference. 

The problem, of course, 
with making generalisations 

about the future on the basis 
of specific past experience is 
that it takes only one contrary 
observation (a black swan, 
or a mammalian but egg-
laying platypus) to render the 
statement invalid.

The other main form of 
argument is deduction, in which 
statements move logically from 
general initial propositions to a 
specific conclusion. In deductive 
reasoning, if the premises are 
true, then the conclusion is 
guaranteed to be, too. It may 
not be possible to make a 
sound deductive case about the 
colour of swans, or mammalian 
live birth. However, it is easy 
to conclude, deductively and 
validly, that if all birds are 
animals, and if swans are birds, 
then all swans are animals.   

It may seem that deduction 
is inherently superior to 
induction. However, both 
have their place in academic 
research and the advancement 
of knowledge. And inductive 
reasoning is indispensable 
in our daily lives. I may, 
for example, have no valid 
deductive basis on which to 
conclude that it is safe for me to 
eat the apple in front of me, but 
my inductive intuition tells me 
that I have eaten many apples 
before, and therefore I will be 
fine this time too. ❐

Mark 
Bunting 

Black swans ahoy!

Inductive versus deductive reasoning, 
as swans swim serenely on…

N etworking is the most important strategy and action in 
your business, yet is probably the most disliked and least 
planned.  With a functioning network, any business or 

self-branding can be taken to the next level.
To explore this topic I attended a speed networking 

seminar ran by Helen Nicholson, South Africa’s networking 
guru.The goal was to find a recipe to become a great networker.

Research shows that networkers who believe they are 
great at it, actually aren’t. Others, like maybe you, who 
feel you’re not, are great networkers in training. It’s about 
mastering the cornerstones, having a strategy and following 
through – exercise that networking muscle. 

There are four key cornerstones to successful networking:
1) Having a “What I can do for you” attitude
This is the ability to actively listen in a conversation and see 
the opportunities of business synergy and to action them.  
Always remember how you can help them!
2) Buying yourself first
You first buy into someone because of that person – and 
only then their product. If you believe in yourself and your 
product, you are able to offer something that people want 
to buy. At that point the law of reciprocity takes over. And it 
keeps on giving….
3) Following through
Research tells us that there is but a 3% follow-through rate 
on attending seminars and meeting people.  Ensure you are 
always part of the 3% or even better, improve the statistics 
and influence those around you to do the same.
4) Thanking people
When you have benefitted from a connection or network, 
always thank the parties involved. It is quite remarkable what 
a small “thank you” does for the development of long-term 
growth in your networks. 

STrATEgIES 
The goal is clear. Which strategies could bring you closer 
to being a great networker? These include: Well-crafted 
business cards; Working your charm; Mastering the art of 
conversation; Killer “elevator speech”; Working the room.

ACTION
A great goal and even greater strategies. Now, the next step is 
to challenge yourself into action. Getting a professional coach 
or a person to keep you accountable will secure success. ❐

Stanford Payne
5 STEPS TO YOUr ‘POrTFOLIO LIFE’ 

 “Call it a clan, call it a network, call it a 
family: whatever you call it, whoever you 

are, you need one.” Jane Howard, novelist.
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A frica is a popular place to be right now – and looking 
at the growth prospects of the world’s developed 
economies over the next three years, it’s no wonder. If 

the multinationals are going to make their targets, they will 
need to venture beyond familiar markets into burgeoning 
economies like Ghana, Nigeria and Kenya. 

It’s true that doing business in Africa brings challenges, 
including unfamiliar business practises, legislation differences 
and red tape. Flights are few and unreliable, internet 
connectivity is slow or non-existent and it can be expensive. 
But the opportunities that come along with these challenges 
are immense. 

The bigger the current deficit, the more work there is 
to be done. The rewards for doing the work are not just 
financial - there is great satisfaction in developing innovative 
ways to meet new challenges and entering into exciting new 
partnerships. It certainly puts new life into the tried and tested 
environments you have historically worked in.

Meeting the challenges can also help to make your 
business more efficient. When the client is in Accra rather than 
Sandton, returning to fine tune an implementation or retrain 
a client is not an option. The pressures of working at long 
distance with limited connectivity are forcing many companies 
to look at how they can make their implementations more 
efficient. 

Careful advance planning and rigorous triple-checking are 
indispensable to this process. If the client isn’t ready for the 
consulting team when it arrives, or if they aren’t able to finish 
the entire job in a single trip, the budget gets blown out of the 
water. 

It also helps to be more systematic about the sales process, 
scheduling multiple appointments per trip and making as 
much use of remote meeting technology as possible. Web-
based demos and screen sharing are powerful tools that 
deserve more use.

Ultimately, the needs of the market in the rest of Africa 
will probably drive South African software companies to 
deliver more cloud-based services. And here the constraints 
will deliver another gift: delivering cloud services to places 
where bandwidth is limited, expensive and unreliable is 
not a small challenge. Meeting that challenge will require 
innovation and ingenuity that will never be demanded from 
those working in a bandwidth glut – and that again will bring 
new opportunities in its wake. ❐

OOn 26 February 2013 the 
GRI’s Focal Point in Africa 
was launched at an all-day 

conference held at the JSE. So, 
you may ask, what is the GRI? 

In essence, the GRI 
(Global Reporting Initiative) 
is a universally recognised 
set of guidelines for how 
organisations should report 
on the governance, social, 
environmental and economic 
impacts of their operations.

Alongside the integrated 
reporting standards being 
released by South Africa’s 
Integrated Reporting 
Committee (IRC) and the 
International Integrated 
Reporting Committee (IIRC), 
both chaired by ex-Justice 
Mervyn King (the architect 
of King III), the GRI is being 
used as a baseline in the annual 
reports of a fast-growing 
number of listed companies.

Establishing a GRI Focal 
Point in Johannesburg was 
due recognition for South 
Africa’s corporate reporting 
reputation, but what saved 
me from nodding off on a 
sweltering afternoon was King’s 
call to action for accountants 
to drive the introduction of 
sustainability into companies. 
And we’re not just talking 
about the sustainability 
relating to company impacts 
on the broader environment 
and society, but how these 
directly link into the medium 
and long term sustainability of 
companies themselves. 

King observed that the 
bigger firms don’t just employ 
accountants; they also hire 

environmental scientists 
and other skills that support 
accountants in fleshing out the 
bigger picture.

King’s key point was that, 
as valuable as these supporting 
skills are, no-one understands 
the numbers as accountants do. 

The accountancy profession 
must now engage the duty of 
integrating company viability – 
short, medium and long – with 
its broader responsibility of 
impacting positively on society 
and the environment, or at least 
balancing its impacts against 
the real value it creates.

The noble principles of 
future business conduct and 
viability being laid down by 
integrated reporting and the 
GRI can’t be authentically 
implemented until quantified 
into universal data sets that 
organisations around the world 
can utilise to ensure apples 
are compared with apples, and 
oranges with oranges.  

As accountancy has 
responded time and again 
over the centuries to develop 
number-crunching systems that 
enumerated the needs of ever 
more complex financing, again 
the gauntlet is thrown down - 
challenging the profession to 
assemble into numbers how the 
Sustainability Age of business 
will be calculated.  

King quipped that movies 
have been made about lawyers, 
scientists, journalists, cops and 
schoolteachers – but never 
accountants. Step away from 
the grey suits and step up to 
the plate. Accountants, it’s your 
turn on centre stage. ❐

Kevin Phillips
INTO AFrICA? THEN UP YOUr gAME 

Clive 
Lotter

Accountants, step up into the spotlight

Africa is bursting with opportunities – if 
you plan your path through the obstacles.

Is the financial bottom line being blurred by 
social and environmental integration? Only 
accountancy can bring it all back into focus.

 DeVeLoP VIEWPOINT
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Y ou should have a targeted 
number of meetings for 
2013. The next step is to 

contact your top 30 clients before 
their year-ends and arrange to 
meet with them.

Once meetings are agreed, 
send agendas that cover their 
year-end planning, including 
agreements on dates when 
they will have their accounting 
records ready for you. Include a 
series of questions that will give 
you opportunities to discuss their 
futures, for example:
• What do the next 12 months 

look like? (Do you have 
profit and/or cash flow 
projections?)

• What is the greatest 
challenge?

• What are you seeking to do 
differently?

• What KPIs are you 
monitoring? (If none, help 
them identify some.)

• How is the business 
currently performing? (Do 
they require management 
accounts?)

• What threats do you face?
• How else can we better 

serve you?

Be sure to ask the clients if there 
is anything they wish to exclude 
from the agenda or add to it. In 
this way you gain permission to 
walk through your agenda and 
discuss what additional services 
they may require. 

An agenda respects your 
client in that you have sought 
and gained the right to explore 
areas other than compliance. 
Further, an agenda provides an 
opportunity to expand the scope 
of your service as you seek to 

increase the space you occupy 
in your client’s life. Incidentally, 
one question you should slip 
in towards the end is: “Do you 
know anyone you could refer me 
to?” If they do, make sure you 
secure permission and contact 
information.

Client service tip: Many 
accountants make the mistake 
of giving away too much advice. 
Remember, a pre year-end 
meeting is a compliance meeting, 
so do not over-advise, but use the 
occasion to set up a subsequent 
advisory meeting and be sure to 
agree a cost for this service.

In my seminars I encourage 
those attending to talk less, 
unleash the power of questions 
and invest more time in listening. 

Questions should act as a 
searchlight seeking out areas 
where advice is required. They 
also act as seeds and if you sow 
them at the right time they will 
produce service opportunities 
that will enable you to grow your 
client relationship.

For example: Questions that 
might be asked to point towards 
your client’s need for planning 
over the next two to five years:
• Where do you see yourself/

your business in the future?
• How do you see the 

business growing?
• What opportunities do you 

see in the future?
• Have you considered what 

you would do if you were 
not running the business?

Action challenge: Like an 
actor who learns lines before a 
play, could you learn 20 great 
questions you can ask when on-
stage with your clients? ❐

Mark 
Lloydbottom

Gaining work through your Agenda 

Steps to improving client service. This article 
highlights how to make client meetings more 

effective.
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internal audit
HARNESSING ITS FULL POTENTIAL

The internal audit is vital to the financial sustainability of companies, 
yet does it get the respect and resources it deserves?

I nternal audit is not a one-size-fits-all function, and 
typically not everyone in the organisation agrees 
on what its primary focus should be. If you ask 

yourself as an audit committee member what you see 
as internal audit’s primary function—assurance and 
value protection, strategic focus and value creation, 
business risk insights and risk mitigation, or some 
combination  thereof—and  compare your response 
to those of other key stakeholders in the organisation, 
you may be surprised at the range of views you 
encounter.

The key activities of leading-edge internal 
audit functions align with the expectations of the 
audit committee and management, and are flexible 
enough to meet the changing business strategies 
and needs of the organisation. Often, internal audit 
primarily concentrates on financial and compliance 
areas; however,  in some organisations, more of 
an enterprise risk focus may be adopted—one that 
considers strategic and operational risks as well as 
financial and regulatory risks, with internal audit 
serving as a strategic adviser.

To continue to enhance the expected performance 
of the internal audit function and its value to the 
organisation, audit committees should periodically 
assess whether internal audit is performing the 
appropriate activities, has adequate resources and is 
proactively identifying risks and monitoring critical 
controls. This article explores the audit committee’s 
role and offers leading practices to consider in 
evaluating internal audit and the chief audit executive 
(CAE).

ALIgNINg AND MEASUrINg INTErNAL AUDIT 
ExPECTATIONS
In many organisations, audit committees and 
management have differing expectations of internal 
audit.  An optimised internal audit function can 
provide a balance between protecting and enhancing 
enterprise value by taking a holistic approach to risk 
management across the enterprise and providing 
independent and objective assurance with value-
added advice.

For internal audit to be successful, it is important 
for the CAE to clearly understand the following from 
the audit committee and management:

• the specific expectations for internal audit 
• the perception of the value that internal 

audit adds to the organisation and the audit 
committee, as well as how the success of 
internal audit activities is measured.

An effective relationship between the audit committee 
and internal audit is fundamental to internal audit’s 
success, with the audit committee clearly setting and 
articulating expectations of strategic focus, providing 
the appropriate level of support for achievement and 
holding internal audit accountable. 

Key performance measures will vary significantly 
depending on internal audit’s strategic emphasis, 
although an evaluative approach that measures 
quantitative and qualitative factors should be 
considered. 

In addition to regularly reviewing performance 
metrics and recalibrating internal audit’s activities 
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when appropriate, the audit committee and internal 
audit may consider periodically revisiting the 
alignment of expectations and how internal audit 
supports the strategic and operational objectives of 
the organisation.

Because risks and opportunities constantly 
emerge, it is important for internal audit’s charter, 
risk assessment process and audit plan to be dynamic 
enough to allow internal audit to take a proactive and 
forward-thinking approach. 

If you were to look back at your organisation’s 
internal audit plan from a few years ago, you would 
probably not find audit areas such as corporate 
responsibility and sustainability, cyber threat 
management, ethics, cloud computing or social media. 

The more dynamic the internal audit function 
and its activities, the more effectively internal audit 
can support the organisation in adapting to emerging 
issues and respond, based on a changing risk profile. 

It is important that the audit committee, as well 
as management, have full visibility into the activities 
of internal audit, and that it be involved in the 
development of the function’s objectives, audit plan 
and activities.

An essential component of the relationship with 
internal audit is the audit committee’s monitoring of 
the results of internal audit’s quality assurance and 
improvement programme. Such a programme, which 
includes both internal and external assessments, is 
required for compliance with the Institute of Internal 
Auditors’ International Standards for the Professional 
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Practice of Internal Auditing, and is designed to 
enable an evaluation of the internal audit function, 
assess its efficiency and effectiveness and identify 
opportunities for improvement. 

The results of these assessments, often referred 
to as a peer review, should be discussed on a timely 
basis with the audit committee.

Audit committees may also consider engaging 
an experienced external party to perform a strategic 
assessment of internal audit that considers areas 
beyond the peer review, to aid in challenging and 
setting internal audit’s role in the organisation. 

This assessment primarily focuses on optimising 
internal audit to bring the most value to the company 
and the audit committee. It can help the audit 
committee answer tough questions about internal 
audit’s performance and practices and align internal 
audit’s activities with the organisation’s strategic 
objectives and priorities.

SECUrINg THE APPrOPrIATE rESOUrCES FOr 
INTErNAL AUDIT TO MEET ExPECTATIONS
In many organisations, the audit committee is 
responsible for approving the internal audit budget, 
and this approval is typically based on management’s 
recommendation. 
How often does the audit committee challenge the 
recommended internal audit budget?

In some organisations, internal audit, like many 
other areas of the organisation, may be under pressure 
to contain or decrease its expenses, while responding 
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to emerging risks and the expectations of audit 
committees and management to expand coverage. 

There are certainly opportunities for internal 
audit to challenge its historical budget and do 
more with less. Greater use of technology, such 
as effectively leveraging data analytics and the 
utilisation of outside service providers as a cost-
effective means of performing internal audit 
projects, are just two considerations for doing 
so. While the audit committee may first consider 
whether internal audit is effectively using available 
resources, it may also want to assess whether the 
function is appropriately funded and staffed to meet 
expectations. 

One consideration is whether internal audit 
has the appropriate mix of skills and certifications 
to achieve strategic objectives and proactively 
identify and address current and emerging risks. An 
effective evaluation by the audit committee of the 
appropriateness of resources is not limited to the 
internal audit team, but also includes the CAE.

The reporting structure of the CAE can also 
be considered in evaluating the effectiveness of 
internal audit. In many organisations, the CAE 
reports functionally to the audit committee and 
administratively to the CFO or CEO. This dual 
reporting structure, particularly when considered 
with the effects of rotational models and 
performance and compensation processes driven by 
the CFO or CEO, can present real or perceived issues 
in terms of independence and effectiveness. 

Audit committees can help mitigate this 
challenge through having an open and transparent 
relationship with internal audit that allows the CAE 
to regularly and freely discuss issues and concerns 
outside the presence of management, and through 
actively participating in the CAE’s performance 
evaluation and compensation process.

The perception of the experience and knowledge 
of the CAE and the internal audit team can also 
affect how internal audit is regarded and respected 
in the organisation. 

If the CAE is viewed as not having the 
appropriate stature in the organisation, or if the CAE 
or the internal auditors are viewed as lacking the 
necessary business acumen, internal audit may not 
have the respect and visibility needed to be effective.

UNDErSTANDINg INTErNAL AUDIT’S rOLE IN THE 
OrgANISATION
In assessing the effectiveness of internal audit, 
it is critical that the audit committee understand 
how internal audit relates to, and interacts with, 
other risk management-related functions, such 
as enterprise risk management, legal, security, 
environmental, health and safety, loss prevention 
and compliance. 
This includes evaluating who is doing what and 
whether there are any gaps or duplications between 
internal audit and these groups regarding the 
assurance being provided.

It is also important that the audit committee 
be cognisant of how internal audit interacts with 
the external audit provider. Greater efficiencies 
and effectiveness can be achieved if the two work 

together to discuss risk assessments, the scope and 
execution of procedures and other opportunities to 
coordinate effectively. 

In addition, the external auditor’s perception of 
an organisation’s internal audit function can be an 
important indicator to the audit committee.

FOSTErINg A MUTUALLY bENEFICIAL rELATIONSHIP 
wITH INTErNAL AUDIT
Communication is an important component in 
maintaining an effective relationship between 
the audit committee and internal audit. Clear 
articulation by the audit committee of its 
expectations regarding both formal and informal 
communications can help facilitate a successful 
relationship and support internal audit in meeting 
its objectives. Internal audit’s communications 
should be timely, actionable, and relevant, with a 
priority on the implementation of recommendations 
and resolution of issues. In some organisations, 
inadequate focus is placed on reporting, follow-up 
and resolution activities. 

This can result in information not being reported 
timeously to the audit committee or not being 
presented at the appropriate level of detail. Just 
as importantly, known issues may not be timely or 
effectively addressed. In addition, it is important 
that the audit committee understands the depth and 
breadth of coverage by internal audit to avoid having 
a false sense of assurance regarding the scope of 
internal audit’s activities.

A CAE with executive presence and strong 
communication skills who provides ongoing 
communications that are direct, relevant, frequent, 
timely, and that demonstrate the appropriate level 
of rigour in confirming the resolution of audit issues, 
will have greater authority and credibility with both 
the audit committee and management. 

Effective internal audit communication with the 
audit committee can also foster the ability of the 
audit committee to use the CAE as an internal source 
of information and insight on evolving business 
strengths and challenges, as well as the climate of 
internal controls in the organisation.

It has become increasingly important for audit 
committees to assess whether internal audit is 
performing the appropriate activities, has adequate 
resources and is proactively identifying risks and 
monitoring critical controls. 

The specific expectations for internal audit 
functions vary by organisation, but audit committees 
can facilitate a mutually beneficial relationship by 
setting high expectations, clearly communicating 
these expectations and holding internal audit 
accountable for meeting them. 

By performing a periodic assessment of internal 
audit, audit committees can help align expectations 
with other key stakeholders, support the CAE in 
assessing the function’s ability to meet expectations 
and secure resources as needed.  This assessment 
can help the audit committee to confirm that 
internal audit meets the needs of the organisation, 
both today and in the future. ❐

Author: George Cavaleros, CFA, CIA is Partner at Deloitte.
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When temporary differences on assets do not lead to the recognition 
of a deferred tax liability (the initial recognition exemption). 

r emember ‘matching’, that accounting concept so 
beloved by high school accounting teachers?  It 
seemed to go out of the window years ago when all 

reference to ‘matching’ disappeared from the financial 
reporting standards.  Perhaps it hasn’t disappeared 
completely - it may be lurking in the shadows of IAS 12 
(see if you agree). 

Para 15 of IAS 12 provides for an exemption to the 
rule that deferred tax be provided for on all temporary 
differences:

“A deferred tax liability shall be recognised for all 
taxable temporary differences, except to the extent that 
the deferred tax liability arises from:
• the initial recognition of goodwill; or
• the  initial recognition of an asset or liability in a 
transaction which:

• is not  a business combination; and
• at  the  time of  the  transaction,  affects neither 

accounting profit nor taxable profit (tax loss).”

wHY IS THIS ExEMPTION NECESSArY?
Consider the following scenario:

An entity acquires an item of property, plant and 
equipment for R10 million.  The deferred tax position 
on that date depends on whether the tax authorities 
grant an allowance on the asset or not:

 ANALYSIS DeVeLoP ➲

This	article	does	
not	deal	with	the	

TRP	in	detail,	
but	discusses	

situations	when	
private	companies	

fall	within	the	
scope	of	the	TRP	

regulations.		

ExEMPTINg 
TEMPOrArY DIFFErENCES

LAST KICKS OF THE ‘MATCHING’ CONCEPT? 

Where a tax allowance is granted: 
(the tax base is equal to the amount of future tax 
deductions i.e. the cost of R10m) 

Carrying 
amount

Tax 
base

Temporary 
difference

deferred 
tax 
@ 28%

Asset r10m r10m Nil Nil

Where a tax allowance is not granted: 
(the tax base is equal to the amount of future tax 
deductions i.e. nil) 

Carrying 
amount

Tax 
base

Temporary 
difference

deferred 
tax 
@28%

Asset r10m Nil r10m r2,8m 
(Liability)

In this scenario a temporary difference would arise 
on initial recognition of the asset.

The resulting journal entries would be:

This transaction affects neither accounting profit 
nor taxable income.

Since the above transaction gives rise to a taxable 
temporary difference, a deferred tax liability would 
(without the exemption) need to be raised.  This is 
easy.  Credit the liability.  The question is, what to 
debit?  Since the transaction results in an increase in 
liabilities, the debit would be an expense in terms of the 
Conceptual Framework.

Is it appropriate to create an income tax expense when 
the original transaction did not result in income?  The 
standard setters felt not, and so the exemption was born.

Analysing the logic behind the exemption may 
prove controversial.  For an old dog like me it appears 
to simply be a matter of applying the now redundant 
matching concept (matching relevant income to 
relevant expenses).  In this case there is no income, so 
it is inappropriate to raise the expense. 

Contemporary accounting thinking in contrast 
supports the predominance of the recognition principles 
for assets and liabilities over the matching of income 
and expenses.  Applying this train of thought would 
surely result in the recognition of a deferred tax liability.

The reason for the exemption is perhaps a moot 
point.  What is important is that we apply it in the right 
circumstances.  The most common situation to which 
the exemption applies is the acquisition of a capital 
asset on which no tax allowances are granted.  Perhaps 
the next revision of IAS 12 will bury the matching 
concept once and for all. ❐

Author: Charles Forbes CA(SA) is the Chairman at Tabaldi 
Accounting Intelligence.

Property, plant and equipment r10m

Bank r10m

Income tax (expense) r2,8m

Deferred tax (liability) r2,8m
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I t took 14 years to carve a place for itself in the 
world of business but today, more companies 
than ever are talking about the financial reporting 

phenomenon called XBRL. As its adoption rate 
accelerates among regulators, analysts and 
enterprises worldwide, South African businesses are 
joining the discussion about what XBRL is, what it 
will mean to them and what they need to do about it 
right now.

According to the Deloitte 2012 CFO Survey, 
only 3% of South African companies voluntarily 
implemented the standard in 2012. A further 9% will 
consider doing so in 2013. 

The main reason reported by 60% of CFOs for 
the slow uptake is a lack of information. Not enough 
is known about XBRL to make an informed decision 
about the prudence or necessity of embracing it.

Like every ‘overnight success’, XBRL is not 
new. Back in 1998, Charles Hoffman, a certified 
public accountant (CPA) from Washington, USA, 
created a method for labelling financial data (called 
“tagging”) so it could be read and processed by 
computer systems. Since then, XBRL International, 
an independent, non-profit body of accountants and 
companies, has worked tirelessly to make it the global 
standard for exchanging financial information.

wHAT IS xbrL?
XBRL stands for eXtensible Business Reporting 
Language. It is a global standard for exchanging 
business information, based on XML (eXtensible 
Mark-up Language), which is used to encode 
financial documents in a format that both humans 
and computers are able to read and analyse.  Many 
countries are putting XBRL to practical use, with the 
numbers of implementations growing rapidly around 
the world.

wHAT PrObLEMS DOES xbrL SOLVE?
Companies traditionally transmit their financial 
information in a printed or electronic format (such 
as PDF). The recipients either read the information 
or, if wanting to use computer assisted analysis or 
electronic storage, manually transfer the data from 
the document into their systems. Of course, this 
process is time-consuming, laborious and prone to 

xbrL HEADS FOr 
ADOPTION IN SOUTH AFrICA 

The xBRL computer language is rapidly becoming the de 
facto global standard for sharing financial information.

error. When processing information from hundreds 
of companies, the task becomes highly impractical. 
Often information might be discarded in favour of 
expediency.

XBRL removes the need for manual input, as 
XBRL-enabled software can read XBRL-tagged 
data and import the information directly. So data 
can be passed between disparate computer systems 
with human intervention needed only in the case 
of exceptions. The resulting efficiency reduces the 
cost of communicating and maintaining financial 
data, while improving its usability, integrity and 
compliance. In addition, if XBRL is used as the 
standard, data can be retransmitted without 
specially transforming it to other formats required 
by further recipients.

wHAT ArE THE ADVANTAgES OF xbrL?
Because XBRL-tagged financial reports can be read 
by computers, software can be used to validate them 
for accuracy, making them more reliable, compliant 
and auditable. This can be done with little effort by 
both the issuer and recipients.

Being XML-based, XBRL inherits various 
methods for searching, querying and analysing data, 
meaning that companies and their stakeholders will 
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According	to	the	
Deloitte	2012	
CFO	Survey,	
only	3%	of	South	
African	companies	
voluntarily	
implemented	the	
standard	in	2012.	
A	further	9%	will	
consider	doing	so	
in	2013.

be able to analyse financials more effectively.
A fundamental feature of XBRL is that it is 

fully internationalised. In other words, documents 
created in one country can be viewed in another 
language by recipients at a different geographic 
location. This is because XBRL provides online 
dictionaries of its tags and common terminology 
in all major languages. These can be invoked 
automatically when a document is displayed 
by software. An XBRL document can be used 
across international boundaries with no loss of 
meaning. In a world in which companies routinely 
communicate with global partners, investors and 
stakeholders, XBRL provides a common platform 
for reviewing standardised information. Companies 
can also gain worldwide access to the financials of 
their foreign divisions as often as required.

Furthermore, XBRL helps companies to improve 
compliance to standards. Once tagged, financials 
will remain compliant to the chosen standard (e.g. 
IFRS), without constant auditing for compliance, as 
often needed with printed reports.

Apart from the benefits afforded to companies, 
XBRL is growing in popularity among consumers 
of financial data, such as regulators, analysts and 
financial institutions which can achieve greater 
productivity and offer improved services because of 
the standard.

For example, in the USA, the Securities 
Exchange Commission (SEC) finalised 
implementation of its XBRL-based submissions 
system in 2009, requiring all listed US companies 
to provided financial information in XBRL format. 
The project aims to empower investor analysis while 
reducing the burden of capturing and maintaining 
thousands of submissions.

Also, in the UK, Her Majesty’s Revenue and 
Customs (HMRC) implemented its system for 
receiving XBRL submissions for company tax two 
years ago. Again, the goal was to alleviate the effort 
of data capture, but also to improve turnaround of 
collections and provide analysis for auditors seeking 
out non-compliant businesses.

Locally, the JSE offers an online portal that 
allows listed companies to voluntarily submit 
their financials in XBRL. This makes it easier for 
investors to analyse and compare stocks and make 

informed investment decisions. In the long run, 
this will benefit companies seeking capital, as their 
potential becomes more immediately apparent to 
investors.

wHAT IS THE FUTUrE OF xbrL IN SOUTH AFrICA?
XBRL SA, the South African jurisdiction of XBRL 
International, was formed in 2005 to promote and 
advance the use of XBRL in the country. Currently, 
the body is working with the Companies and 
Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC) to develop 
the systems, skills and local standards that will 
adequately address the nation’s unique accounting 
and legislative requirements. These organisations 
envision having a fully mandated standard in 
place by December 2015, which would make the 
submission of financials in XBRL mandatory for 
all registered companies. It is expected that a 
successful outcome would encourage the rapid 
adoption of the standard by other regulators as well 
as organisations in the private sector.

So what do South African companies have to do 
to prepare themselves for XBRL? In the examples 
of the SEC and HRMC mentioned above, companies 
were given three years and two years respectively to 
become completely XBRL compliant. They were also 
afforded leeway for mistakes made in their initial 
submissions, with the HRMC still only issuing 
penalties as a last resort. In the same way, South 
African firms, as well as their financial consultants, 
could expect a period of adjustment to allow them to 
sharpen their XBRL skills and correctly implement 
the standard.

However, as XBRL implementation becomes 
more imminent than optional, local companies 
need to educate themselves about its requirements 
and what resources are available to them. Since 
XBRL is a computer dependant format, it makes 
sense to identify suitable XBRL-enabled software 
packages up front, otherwise using XBRL can be a 
time consuming and costly process. Internationally, 
software packages like CaseWare are already 
automating the tagging process, to ease the way to 
migrating to XBRL. ❐

Author: Ross Hampton, BCom (Acc), is a Divisional Director at 
CQS Technology Holdings.
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 InFLUence SPEcIAL fEATURE bUDGET

2013/14 bUDgET
whAt It oFFerS SMALL bUSIneSSeS  
SAICA’s proposals are well-received by SARS, which promises benefits for small businesses.

T he budget process for 2013 commenced late in 
2012 when a call was made to interested parties 
to send in proposals for changes to the Tax Acts.  

As in previous years, SAICA got actively involved and 
we presented our proposals to National Treasury in 
November and December 2012. We are pleased that 
a number of these proposals received mention in the 
2013/2014 budget.  

The 2013/2014 budget held some good tax news 
for businesses. The proposals made by the Minister in 
this regard include amendments to both the Income 
Tax and Value-Added Tax Act (VAT Act).  Some of 
these proposals are covered in this article.  

rELIEF FOr SMALL bUSINESSES
The Income Tax Act defines a small business 
corporation as a company (or close corporation) that 
meets certain requirements. Qualifying small business 
corporations can access certain tax benefits, such as 
accelerated depreciation of assets and a lower rate of 
tax. At this time one requirement is that the company’s 
gross income must be less than R14 million. This 
amount has not been adjusted since 2007 and it is 
welcomed that the Minister proposed an increase to 
R20 million.  

The Minister also announced that, with effect for 
years of assessment ending on or after 1 April 2013, 
the tax-free threshold for small business corporations 
will increase from R63 556 to R67 111, and its taxable 
income up to R365 000 will be taxed at 7%. A new 
tax bracket of taxable income up to R550 000 will be 
introduced with the applicable rate being 21%. The 
normal corporate rate of tax of 28% will then only 
apply to a taxable income above R550 000.  

FIxED PrOPErTY AND LOw COST HOUSINg
Relief for low cost employer-provided housing
Some businesses provide their employees with 
subsidised rental accommodation or home loans. 
There are also instances where employers build 
houses for their employees, initially on a rental basis, 
with the understanding that the house will become 
the property of the employee over time. Where an 
employer transfers a house to an employee at a 
price below market value, a taxable fringe benefit is 
triggered, which often is unaffordable for low-income 
employees. To contribute to a more stable workforce 
and adequate housing, government proposes to provide 
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fringe-benefit tax relief for lower-income earners in 
such cases.  

INCENTIVES FOr THE CONSTrUCTION OF AFFOrDAbLE 
HOUSINg
A tax incentive is under consideration for developers 
(and employers) to build new housing stock (at least 
five units in compliance with prescribed standards) 
for sale below R300 000 per dwelling. This incentive 
would address challenges faced by households in the 
‘gap market’. An exclusion of R60 000 per qualifying 
house sold is proposed.  

CLOSUrE OF UNINTENDED CLAIMS FOr THE rESEArCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVE
The research and development incentive was 
recently adjusted, but according to the Minister, 
information has come to light that it is still being 
misused. This incentive aims to facilitate South 
Africa’s establishment as an innovation hub by global 
standards and is not intended to assist in routine 
upgrades or standard adjustments to match global 
competition.  The criteria for eligibility will be adjusted 
to ensure that the incentive is available only as the 
policy intends.

EMPLOYEr-PrOVIDED bUrSArIES TO rELATIVES
SAICA made a submission last year to request Treasury 
to review the rules covering the exemption of fringe 
benefits when bursaries are given to relatives of 
employees. Government proposed in the budget to 
increase the relevant monetary thresholds. The proposal 
is that differential monetary thresholds for bursaries 
for students attending tertiary institutions (R30 000 
exemption) and for learners at schools (a R10 000 
exemption) will be introduced. This tax benefit enables 
businesses to more actively assist their employees to 
offer education that may otherwise be unaffordable.  

 
VALUE-ADDED TAx
This year the budget includes a number of proposals 
for amendments to the Value-Added Tax Act 1991 (the 
VAT Act).  Some of these proposals are the following:  
Apportionment – non-financial sectors
Where an enterprise makes both taxable and non-
taxable (such as exempt supplies) transactions, it 
must apportion the input tax on dual expenses and 
may only deduct the portion that relates to taxable 
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supplies. The default apportionment method, which 
is based on turnover, is inequitable at times because 
there may not be a direct correlation between 
expenditure incurred versus turnover generated. 
SAICA made a stand-alone submission with regard to 
the current problems experienced by vendors in this 
regard. It is therefore welcome to see the proposal that 
the default application of this method be re-evaluated.  

The proposals referred to above were mentioned 
under ‘research projects’ in the budget speech.  
One hopes that this is not an indication that no 
amendments will be made in this year.  

DEbT rELIEF
The VAT Act contains a provision that forces a vendor 
to add back input tax deducted on supplies received by 
a vendor, if the vendor has not discharged the debt for 
that supply within a period of 12 months. This claw-
back is often onerous when debts are relieved to help 
the debtor avoid potential or actual insolvency. SAICA 
raised this issue in its submission last year and we are 
pleased that the Minister said that debt relief to assist 
distressed debtors (such as business rescue), will be 
under consideration.  

FUTUrE SUPPLIES OF SErVICES
A special time-of-supply rule exists for goods supplied 
under an agreement (excluding rental or instalment 
credit agreements). When the recipient takes 
possession of those goods and consideration for that 
supply cannot be determined upfront, the supply is 

deferred until the earlier of the dates when payments 
are due or received, or when an invoice is issued. 
A similar rule for services will be added when the 
consideration for that service cannot be determined 
upfront due to a contingent future event (for example, 
share price and exchange rate).

HOME-OwNEr ASSOCIATIONS
The supply of services by a body corporate or a 
share block company to its members in the course of 
managing the entity is generally exempt from VAT. 
However, home-owner associations lack a similar 
exemption (due to previous differences in how 
municipalities billed sectional title bodies corporate 
versus home-owner associations). The Minister 
proposed that this unequal treatment be removed. 
This would mean that home-owners will then 
also be making exempt supplies when they supply 
services to any of their members in the course of the 
management of the home-owners association.  They 
would then not have to register as vendors even when 
the value of their supplies exceeds R1 million in a 
year.   

IMPOrTED gOODS – DAMAgED Or DESTrOYED
VAT is levied (at the rate of 14%) when goods are 
imported into South Africa for home consumption.  
In terms of the Customs and Excise Act, imported 
goods that are destroyed, damaged or abandoned 
are considered to have been entered for home 
consumption, but a rebate of the customs duty then 
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becomes applicable.  The VAT Act does not have 
a similar relief mechanism for goods damaged, 
destroyed or abandoned, which means that when 
those goods are entered for home consumption, the 
importer will have to pay VAT.  The proposal is to 
provide comparable VAT relief for goods that are 
destroyed, damaged or abandoned.  

STrEAMLININg rEgISTrATION AND FILINg FOr 
bUSINESSES 
SAICA has for a number of years pointed out that 
the current process to register as a VAT vendor is 
cumbersome, lengthy and problematic and therefore 
requested that this process be streamlined.  

The Minister mentioned that a single registration 
process for multiple tax products will be launched by 
SARS to simplify registration for all businesses. VAT 
registration will be streamlined to ease the compliance 
burden, while guarding against fraud. A new company 
income tax form will be introduced that requires fewer 
fields to be completed by smaller businesses.  

This proposal is most welcome as new businesses 
wanting to register for VAT are struggling with 
complex SARS requirements and delayed registrations.  

TAx INVOICES ISSUED IN FOrEIgN CUrrENCY
Under current law, a valid tax invoice must be stated 
in Rand. However, the VAT Act does not prescribe 
how to deal with a scenario in which the transaction 
is conducted in foreign currency. It was proposed that 
this will be addressed by converting foreign currency 
invoices to Rand at the spot rate agreed upon by the 
parties. In the absence of an agreement, the spot rate 
on the date of supply will be used.  

TEMPOrArY LETTINg OF rESIDENTIAL FIxED PrOPErTY
Last year section 18B became effective and provided 
some relief from the deemed supply rule where 
residential property was temporarily let. Developers 
that want to make use of the temporary relief 
provisions are required to furnish SARS with a 
declaration containing certain information within 
30 days of the supply. It was noted in the budget 
that it would be more practical and appropriate if 
the vendors retained the information as part of their 
normal recordkeeping (without being required to file a 
declaration with SARS).  

VAT rEgISTrATION OF FOrEIgN bUSINESSES
VAT is payable when goods and services are consumed.  
Consequently, exports are zero-rated and imports 
are subject to VAT. This principle does not lend 
itself to simple application for imported services or 
e-commerce. In the case of imported services or digital 
supplies, such as e-books or music, no border post or 
post office can perform the function as collecting agent, 
as is the case with physical goods. The net result is that 
the local consumer can buy imported digital goods 
or services without paying VAT. This led to unfair 
competition where local businesses were supplying 
similar goods and had to charge VAT.  

The Minister announced that government proposes 
that all foreign businesses supplying e-books, music 
and other digital goods and services in South Africa be 
required to register as VAT vendors.  

TAx ADMINISTrATION AND TAx AVOIDANCE 
The Minister made the following statement in this 
year’s budget: “SARS will continue with efforts to 
arrest aggressive tax planning, base erosion and profit 
shifting. One of the areas identified is trusts.” 
 
rEFOrMINg THE TAxATION OF TrUSTS
To curtail tax avoidance associated with trusts, 
government will be proposing several legislative 
measures during 2013/14. According to SARS certain 
aspects of local and offshore trusts have long been 
a problem for global tax enforcement due to their 
flexibility and flow-through nature. They also have a 
concern with the use of trusts to avoid estate duty and 
proposed to review this.

It is stated in the budget that the proposals will not 
apply to trusts established to attend to the legitimate 
needs of minor children and people with disabilities. 
The proposals made in the budget are as follows:
•    Discretionary trusts should no longer act as flow-

through vehicles.  
•  Trading trusts will similarly be taxable at the 

entity level, with distributions acting as deductible 
payments to the extent of current taxable income. 
Trusts will be viewed as trading trusts if they either 
conduct a trade or if beneficial ownership interests 
in these trusts are freely transferrable.

•    Distributions from offshore foundations will be 
treated as ordinary revenue. This amendment 
targets schemes designed to shield income from 
global taxation.  

TENDErS AND TAx COMPLIANCE
Last year it was announced that the tax clearance 
system would be strengthened to ensure that non- 
compliant taxpayers cannot do business with 
the state. According to the Minister, SARS is 
testing an automated tax clearance certificate for 
implementation later this year. This will enable real-
time tracking of tax compliance of the person who 
tendered. SARS is following up on payments made 
by the state to contractors to check whether full tax 
disclosure was made.  

UNDErSTATEMENT PENALTIES
The Tax Administration Act introduced penalties 
to ensure the widest possible compliance with the 
provisions of any tax Act. These penalty provisions are 
currently levied in all instances and do not take into 
account that the understatement may be the result of a 
bona fide error. It is welcomed that this will be refined 
and relief will be provided for bona fide errors.  

CONCLUSION
It must be remembered that these are only proposals 
and that the relevant Acts will have to be amended 
to give effect to this. SAICA, through its National 
Tax Committee, will offer input on the proposed 
legislation when it is made available for public 
comment. Business owners are advised to contact 
their tax advisors to ensure that they know when these 
amendments are made and what the effective date of 
the amendment would be. ❐ 

Author: Piet Nel CA(SA) is Project Director: Tax at SAICA. 
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2013/14 bUDgET
how It AFFectS InDIVIDUALS

Some insights into how the latest Budget will impact 
individual taxpayer pockets.

The	2013/14	
budget	presented	
on	27	February	
2013	brought	

about	inflation-
adjusted	relief	of	
about	R7	billion	

in	the	form	of	
adjustments	to	

various	tax	tables	
contained	in	the	
tax	pocket	guide.

T he 2013/14 budget presented on 27 February 
2013 brought about inflation-adjusted relief of 
about R7 billion in the form of adjustments to 

various tax tables contained in the tax pocket guide. 
For example, the budget increases the minimum 
taxable bracket for individuals from R0 to R160,000 
to R0 to R165,600. This means that an individual 
earning a taxable income not exceeding R165,600 
per year will be taxed at the minimum rate of 18%. 
The maximum taxable bracket for individuals 
increases from R617,001 and above to R638,601 
and above.  The maximum percentage of tax stays 
unchanged at 40%.

TAx THrESHOLDS
The tax thresholds for individuals were raised to 
accommodate the increase in the rate of inflation. 
The tax threshold is the maximum amount of 
taxable income that will not attract a tax liability. 
For individuals below age 65, the tax threshold 
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has been increased from R63,556 to R67,111. 
An individual can now earn a taxable income of 
R5,592.58 per month (R67,111) before paying any 
tax.  In turn, the primary rebate has increased 
from R11,440 to R12,080.  The rebate is always 
the inverse of the tax threshold. For example, at 
minimum tax rate of 18%, the primary rebate is 
18% x the threshold under age 65 of R67,111 = 
R12,080.  For individuals aged 65 years and older, 
but below age 75, the tax threshold has increased 
from R99,056 to R104,611. This means that an 
individual in this age group can earn a taxable 
income of R104,611 before paying any taxes. In turn, 
the secondary rebate has increased from R6,390 to 
R6,750 per year. Taxpayers in this age group will be 
entitled to both the primary rebate of R12,080 and 
the secondary rebate of R6,750 per year, totalling 
R18,830. The R18,830 total rebate is in turn arrived 
at by multiplying the minimum tax rate of 18% by 
the tax threshold in this age group of R104,611.

For individuals aged 75 years and older, the 
tax threshold has increased from R110,889 to 
R117,111 per year. This means that an individual 
in this age group can now earn a taxable income 
of R117,111 before being liable for income tax. In 
turn, the tertiary rebate has increased from R2,130 
to R2,250. The taxpayers in this age group will be 
entitled to claim the primary, secondary and the 
tertiary rebates totalling a combined R21,080. 

It is worth noting that special trusts will be 
taxed in the same way as natural persons.  However, 
special trusts do not qualify for the tax rebates as is 
the case with natural persons.

PrOVISIONAL TAx 
A natural person becomes liable for registration 
as a provisional taxpayer under the age of 65 
when earning a total taxable income above the 
tax threshold and out of which the taxable income 
from the letting of property, interest and foreign 
dividends exceeds R20,000 per year. An individual 
at age 65 and older (including age 75 and older) will 
be liable to register as a provisional taxpayer when 
earning total taxable income from remuneration, 
rent, interest and foreign dividends in excess of 
R120,000 per year. 

ExEMPT POrTION OF INTErEST INCOME
The exempt portion of interest income has increased 
from R22,800 to R23,800 for taxpayers under the 
age of 65 years, and from R33,000 to R34,500 for 
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taxpayers aged 65 years and older.    Non-residents will 
be subject to tax on any interest earned in South Africa. 
This interest may be exempt from tax in the hands of a 
natural person who is not physically present in South 
Africa for at least 183 days during the 12 month period 
before the interest accrues or is paid, and in the case 
of persons other than natural persons who are not 
carrying on business through a fixed place of business 
in South Africa.

Basic foreign dividend and interest exemption had 
already fallen away in the 2013 year of assessment. 
Exemptions on foreign dividends will be granted to the 
extent that at least 10% is held in a foreign company 
and subject to the criteria laid down in section 10B of 
the Income Tax Act. Foreign interest will be included in 
the gross income of a resident without exemption.

MEDICAL AID CONTrIbUTIONS  
From 1 March 2012, members of medical aid 
schemes were no longer granted a deduction of their 
contributions to the schemes, but rather a tax credit 
against their payable tax.  The medical tax credit 
system has entered its second period from 1 March 
2013.  An illustrative and comparable example should 
help to explain the adjustments in the tax credit 
between 2014 and 2013:

Facts: Terence’s annual cost to company remained 
unchanged in the 2013 and the 2014 years of 
assessment. However, his medical scheme will increase 
his contribution from R4,000 to R4,500 per month 
in the 2014 year.  Terence has registered himself, his 
wife and two children as dependants on his medical 
scheme. Terence will have a monthly tax saving of 
R291.25 (R16,332.42 less R16,623.67) in the 2014 year 
of assessment. 

The excess of the total contributions over the tax 
credit limits can be claimed as a deduction through 
a tax return. For example, Terence’s total annual tax 

credits = R5,808 + R3,888 = R9,696. Terence’s total 
annual contribution to medical scheme = R4,500 per 
month x 12 = R54,000. An excess of R54,000 over 
four times the total annual tax credits of R38,784 
(R9,696 x 4)  = R15,216. Out-of-pocket medical 
expenses, together with any other medical expenses 
that may have been incurred outside South Africa, 
can be claimed to the extent that it exceeds 7.5% of 
taxable income (excluding retirement fund lump sums, 
retirement fund withdrawal lump sums and severance 
benefits).  

If Terence, his spouse or his dependent child were 
disabled, the excess of the annual contribution over 
four times the annual credit limit would still be granted 
as a deduction, while the sum of the non-recoverable 
expenses, as well as expenses incurred outside South 
Africa and any expenses that will have been incurred 
as a consequence of physical disability will be fully 
deductible. 

If Terence was aged 65 years or older, he would 
be granted a full deduction of his medical aid scheme 
contributions (without tax credit limits), his non-
recoverable medical expenses, expenses incurred 
outside the country and any other expenses that may 
have been incurred as a consequence of physical 
disability, if applicable. 

SUbSISTENCE ALLOwANCES
This allowance is paid to employees to enable them 
to cover their daily meals, accommodation and/or 
incidental expenses when away from home. The daily 
amount deemed expended on meals and incidental 
costs in the event where an employee spends at least 
one night away from his usual place of residence in 
South Africa has increased from R303 per day to R319 
per day from 1 March 2013. Any excess paid over 
and above the daily R319 deemed amount will result 
in the PAYE being withheld from the employee. The 
incidental expenses normally include cost of writing 
pads, pens, any such out-of-pocket expenditure that 
the employee may need to incur to carry out their daily 
duties. The tax-free portion of the incidental cost has 
increased from R93 to R98 per day from 1 March 2013. 
Any excess paid over this tax-free limit will result in 
PAYE being withheld from the employee. The PAYE in 
the meals and incidental costs portions will be withheld 
only on the excess paid over the deemed daily limit. 
Allowances for travels outside the Republic can be 
obtained from the SARS website in the section for legal 
and policy/legislation/regulation and notices/Income 
Tax Act.

CAPITAL gAINS TAx (CgT)
The annual exclusion on any taxable capital gains 
made by an individual taxpayer from disposals remains 
unchanged at R30,000 per year. The exclusion in 
the event of death remains unchanged at R300,000. 
The exclusion on the gain made from the disposal of 
primary residence remains unchanged at R2,000,000.

The inclusion rate for CGT remains unchanged at 
33.3% for any disposals made on or after 1 March 2012. 
This means that the maximum or effective CGT rate for 
individuals is 13.3%. ❐

Author: Joseph Komape CA(SA) is a Tax Practitioner.

Description 2014 Year 2013 Year
Monthly remuneration r60,000 r60,000

Medical scheme deduction: -  R0 – R0
Monthly net remuneration r60,000 -r60,000
Annual equivalent r720,000 - r720,000
Basic tax r185,205 - R178,940
Marginal rate tax[(40% x R81,400)(40% x 
R103,000)]

r32,560 - R41,200

Total tax liability r217,765 -R220,140
Less primary rebate (12,080) (11,440)
Tax payable r205,685 -208,700

Tax credits:
Terence and wife (R5,808) - (R5,520)
Two children (R3,888) - (R3,696)
Net tax payable r195,989 -R199,484
Monthly tax payable (PAYE) R16,332.42 -r16,623.67
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IF I wErE FINANCE MINISTEr 
Offering some pointers to the Minister on how SMEs can be unleashed to drive 
employment and growth in South Africa.

Admin	is	a	fact	of	
life	but	it	currently	

consumes	
between	3%	and	
6%	of	enterprise	

turnovers,	
according	to	the	

SME	Growth	
Index.

S South Africa has one of the most exciting and 
positive entrepreneurial cultures in the world. 
In fact, when our own survey, the Sage Business 

Index, asked business owners what they like best 
about doing business in their country, 43% of South 
African respondents favoured the business culture 
and entrepreneurial spirit! Following this, 33% of 
local respondents rated the country’s good business 
infrastructure. 

In spite of all the challenges, small and medium 
enterprise (SME) owners are ready and enthusiastic 
to grow but the truth is, many are struggling and 
government needs to provide a sound framework in 
which to operate. This year at Budget time, Minister 
Gordhan definitely showed that SMEs are top of 
mind. However, many primary concerns still aren’t 
being addressed. The predictable revisions in tax 
thresholds were announced and the yearly utterings 
about expanding funding mechanisms made, but is 
this enough? 

Here are some of the key changes to this year’s 
Budget that I would make to help grow the small 
business sector in South Africa. 

MAkE EMPLOYMENT EASIEr
If every SME, of which there are now about 
650 000 registered in SA, employed five people, 
the 25% unemployment problem would be a thing 
of the past. But business owners are reluctant to 
take on new staff because if they have to downscale 
for whatever reason, the process of retrenching 
employees is extremely expensive, time-consuming 
and most frustrating. Being scared to employ people 
also means constrained growth, which in turn means 
decreased employment opportunities. 

Small businesses should be able to be flexible 
and fleet-footed with the ability to react quickly to 
market changes. This is their very advantage over 
larger competitors, but it requires being able to use 
their discretion when making business decisions 
around human resources. Although this year’s budget 
contained tax incentives for employment of workers 
earning less than R60 000 per annum, it does not 
address the complicated process of hiring and firing.

The Growth Index, which was published by 
research company SBP the day after the budget, 
shows that permanent employment within the SME 
community fell by 6% between 2011 and 2012. 

What’s needed is an urgent review of employment 
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law and I would co-opt some SMEs onto the review so 
that the business perspective is clearly understood.

MUNICIPAL EFFICIENCY 
The SME Growth Index shows that 38% of 

respondents are most concerned about municipal 
governance. This is a source of great frustration to 
business owners who need the supportive delivery 
of basic services to create and maintain successful, 
thriving businesses. Instead they often feel that their 
local municipalities are working against them. 

At the end of the day it’s about service delivery. 
Taxpaying businesses are customers and contribute 
significantly to government revenues. Municipalities 
must realise that they need to function like service 
businesses. If businesses weren’t accountable 
to their customers they would go insolvent. The 
system automatically takes care of bad service 
and inefficiency; it’s survival of the fittest out 
there. Unfortunately this system doesn’t apply to 
government - but it should. And the only way to get 
this right is to employ the right people with the right 
attitudes.

Both Ministers Manuel and Gordhan have 
sent out strong messages about building a capable 
and efficient state, and recognised that municipal 
inefficiency is a barrier to SME growth. The question 
is: when will this filter down to tangible results?

rEDUCE rED TAPE
In our own survey, over half the South African 
respondents said the least favourable aspect of doing 
business is too much government bureaucracy and 
legislation. Clearly an indicator that more needs to be 
done. Admin is a fact of life but it currently consumes 
between 3% and 6% of enterprise turnovers, 
according to the SME Growth Index. Respondents 
also indicated this was their second biggest concern 
after municipal efficiency. 

We’re told that SARS is working on reducing 
the admin surrounding tax collection but not when 
or how things will improve. Having said that, SARS 
is proving to be one of our most service-oriented 
government departments, so we have every reason 
to believe they will make significant improvements. 
Now what about the other government departments? 
So much of the red tape SMEs have to go through for 
truly insignificant tasks is just unnecessary. If I were 
Finance Minister, I’d hold a short, sharp red tape 
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review, make considered decisions about what could be abolished or 
what processes could be merged, and set about getting those changes 
made quickly. I would also hold my staff and my colleagues in other 
departments accountable – loudly and frequently. 

FINANCES
I hear it from my clients all the time; funds are difficult to come 
by, regardless of the intended use. Sometimes the money is needed 
just to get over a financial hump caused by rising input costs like 
fuel and electricity for example, and sometimes capital is required 
to really grow the business by investing in more staff, machinery or 
infrastructure. Either way, no funding means little chance of success. 

If I sat in Minister Gordhan’s chair, I would pay attention to 
what’s happening in the rest of the world. I’ve recently returned 
from Cyprus where the banks are in lock-down mode, not making 
any loans to anyone for any reason.  Effectively they’re jamming the 
system and they’ve created a chicken and egg scenario. Banks need 
to lend so that businesses can grow and people can buy their goods, 
enabling the businesses to pay back their bank loans… and for the 
cycle to continue. This is fundamental economics.

What I also hear is that funders, and particularly banks, don’t 
want to give finance just to get over that hump; they want to see real 
investment that benefits the business and ultimately the economy. 
That’s fine; any lender, be it a private institution or government 
organisation needs to put lending criteria in place. Business owners 
don’t mind some provisos; they just want to ensure the survival of 
their businesses.

But rising input costs topped the list as the biggest operational 
constraint facing SMEs, according to the SME Growth Index. 
And this year’s Budget spelt even more increases for the future. 
Additional fuel levies and electricity hikes are becoming a major 
concern and many businesses will be hard pressed just to get by, let 
alone being able to think about growth and approaching investors.

Let’s talk about electricity for a minute. I recently read that the 
municipalities make big mark-ups on Eskom’s charges. We all get 
our electricity bills through our municipalities but we like to think 
that the charges are purely for the electricity Eskom provides. Seems 
they’re not and it seems that the municipal mark-ups would shock us 
if we knew their full extent.

I personally know of two scrap metal businesses that had to 
close, each laying off 10 staff, because their electricity bills were so 
high they couldn’t continue in business. Isn’t it horrific to think that 
municipal mark-ups are likely to be responsible for this? I think 
if this sort of gratuitous activity were investigated and stopped, it 
would go a long way to helping end unemployment.  

Current funding models exist to grow and provide capital for 
readily established businesses to expand, but if operating costs are 
going to continue rising, new mechanisms will have to be created 
just to help businesses see themselves through each month. 

IN CONCLUSION
Minister Pravin Gordhan is definitely on to something. Getting 
government working properly - "wisely, efficiently and effectively" 
– is the best intervention to overhaul the environment within which 
business operates. It is a good start and I believe that what I have 
touched on are the key things that need addressing if South Africa is 
to unlock its entrepreneurial potential, increase employment rates, 
and stimulate investment. I think the areas I’ve highlighted will all 
improve the business environment and I believe they are the first 
steps to real and necessary progress. ❐

Author: Steven Cohen CA(SA) is MD at Sage Pastel. 
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Examining the implications behind Budget tax proposals - is “the devil in the detail?”

As	usual,	the	devil	
is	expected	to	be	
in	the	detail	and	
we	will	need	to	
wait	for	further	
detail	of	what	is	
proposed	before	
the	likely	effects	
can	be	determined	
with	certainty.

M ost taxpayers would have breathed a collective 
sigh of relief following the announcement of 
the tax proposals. As many commentators had 

speculated, there was a real chance that tax rates 
for higher-income earners would be hiked to make 
up for the shortfall in revenues projected for the 
2012/13 fiscal year and the lower expected revenues 
in the medium term. Higher-income earners are a 
soft target for increased personal income tax rates 
and can consider themselves to have dodged a bullet 
(at least for now).

If there was one recurring theme in the 2013 
Budget, it was that it was scant on detail; and the 
tax proposals were no exception. The purpose of this 
article is to take a closer look at a few of the things 
affecting individuals that were not said, or which 
were unclear on what is being proposed. Below we 
provide some insights into these.

PrOjECTED TAx rEVENUES
A more in-depth analysis of the revenue estimates 
reveals just how ambitious these are. For the 
2013/14 fiscal year, real GDP growth is projected at 
3%, which translates into growth of 9.7% in nominal 
terms. However, it is projected that tax revenues 
will grow at a rate of 10.8%, well ahead of nominal 
GDP growth. While a portion of this growth over 
GDP can be explained by above-inflation increases 
in a few taxes such as fuel levies, sin taxes and 
environmental taxes, these taxes are relatively small 
contributors to total tax revenues and do not have a 
substantial impact on total revenues. 

The two major projected contributors to tax 
revenue growth ahead of nominal GDP growth 
are personal income taxes (11.7%) and VAT (12%). 
Together, these taxes make up 63% of budgeted 
revenues and are therefore crucial to the targets 
being met. The projections for growth on personal 
income taxes and VAT are ambitious and will be a 
stretch to meet, even if the projected GDP growth 
is achieved (and some analysts have expressed the 
view that this is ambitious). To illustrate the point, 
over the last three years, growth in personal income 
taxes has averaged around 10% per year against 
nominal GDP growth of around 9%. In other words, 
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the 2013 Budget predicts a significant increase 
(nearly double) in the personal income tax/GDP 
multiplier.

The result is that there is significant risk to 
revenue collections falling short of the budgeted 
amounts. This will be even more acute if GDP 
doesn’t grow at the rate projected. There is therefore 
still a significant risk that tax hikes will have to 
be introduced in 2014/15 - despite there being no 
indication in the Budget of tax hikes in the medium 
term.

rEFOrM OF THE TAxATION OF TrUSTS
It was stated that discretionary trusts and trading 
trusts will no longer act as “flow-through vehicles” 
and that, instead, taxable income would be 
calculated at a trust level with distributions by trusts 
being deductible to the extent of taxable income and 
taxable in the hands of beneficiaries. It would also 
seem that where distributions are not deductible by 
the trust (presumably in the event that they exceed 
taxable income), these distributions would not be 
taxable in the hands of the beneficiary.

It is expected that what is intended is that the 
conduit principle will no longer apply to the taxation 
of these types of trust, as trusts have long been 
taxable in their own right. How the introduction of 
this new deduction regime fundamentally changes 
the taxation of trust income remains to be seen. 
Presumably, the immediate effect may be that 
distributed income will not retain its nature in the 
hands of the beneficiary on distribution. However, 
given that the Budget Review refers to distributions 
rather than vesting, the former not necessarily 
following the latter, we may also see a move away 
from vesting to distribution as being the crucial 
event that determines whether the trust or the 
beneficiary is liable for tax.

As usual, the devil is expected to be in the detail 
and we will need to wait for further detail of what is 
proposed before the likely effects can be determined 
with certainty.

EMPLOYMENT SHArE SCHEMES
It was indicated in the Budget that a special 

bUDgET TAx PrOPOSALS
whAt wAS not SAID…    
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dispensation for share schemes would be introduced 
to ensure uniform tax treatment between high-
income earners and lower-income earners. The 
way that employers claim deductions will also be 
examined.

On the issue of uniform treatment, it is expected 
that what is being mainly alluded to is the use of 
structures in certain share incentive and share 
ownership schemes that can result in lower tax rates 
for participants. Such structures can, in certain 
circumstances, benefit high-income earners by 
enabling value to be extracted on shares in the form 
of dividends at relatively low tax rates. Extraction of 
value in the form of dividends results in dividends tax 
at a rate of 15%, as opposed to extraction of value in 
the form of the market value of an equity instrument 
at the time of vesting thereof, where tax is levied at 
rates of up to 40%. 

The use of trusts in shares schemes can also result 
in double tax for employees where, for example, the 
trust acquires shares and vests these in the hands 
of an employee beneficiary. In such circumstances, 
the employee could end up being taxed on both the 
capital gain of the trust in terms of the capital gains 

tax rules, as well as the value of the shares in terms of 
the share scheme rules. 

It is expected that these are the primary concerns 
that are proposed to be remedied.

On the issue of employer deductions, it is 
considered that there is nothing overtly sinister in the 
statement in the Budget. What is likely being referred 
to is when, as the law currently stands, an employer 
issues shares to an employee as remuneration, 
the employer is not entitled to a deduction. To get 
around this problem, employers generally structure 
their share schemes in various ways that sidestep 
the employer issuing shares directly to an employee, 
so that the employer incurs expenditure for tax 
purposes. It has been recognised that it is inequitable 
for an employee to be taxed on shares issued by a 
company, but for the company not to be entitled to 
a deduction. This is apparently the primary reason 
for examining this issue, although it is expected that 
safeguards will be introduced to ensure that the value 
and timing of any deductions allowed to the employer 
do not result in any significant mismatch. ❐
Author: Kyle Mandy CA(SA) is Head: National Tax 
Technical at PwC. 
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   wHErE DID THE TrUST gO?
What are the potential implications for ‘trusts’, now that Minister Gordhan intends 

amending their alleged ‘tax avoidance’ aspects?

Besides	the	risk	
that	decisions	

based	purely	on	
considerations	

of	tax	avoidance	
may	be	attacked	

under	the	general	
anti-avoidance	
provisions,	this	
‘solution’	is	still	

flawed.

r egarding trusts, the question most frequently 
asked by clients these days is this: “Do you 
think that trusts still have a role to fulfil 

in estate planning”? I anticipate hearing much 
more about this topic in the coming weeks as the 
proposals contained in the 2013 budget speech start 
siphoning through to all who wish to use trusts as 
a financial planning tool. We will understand it 
better if we take a look at recent history and the tax 
treatment of trusts (excluding special trusts).

I would imagine, when in 1991 it was found that 
a ‘trust was not a person’ for income tax purposes 
in the case of the “Trustees of the Philip Frame Will 
Trust v CIR ”, that many aspiring estate planners 
couldn’t start utilising trusts soon enough. What I 
do know is that as a result thereof, the legislature 
swiftly amended the Income Tax Act to include 
trusts in the definition of a ‘person’  in relation to 
the tax net.

Furthermore, a look at the SARS Guide for Tax 
Rates/Duties/ Levies  shows the following:
•  Between 1999 and 2011 trusts, excluding special 

trusts, have consistently paid transfer duty at a 
higher rate than individuals

•  From 1998 to the present, trusts have 
consistently paid income tax at a higher rate than 
individuals

•  From the inception of capital gains tax (CGT) 
in 2001, trusts have consistently paid CGT at a 
higher rate than individuals.

One could easily draw the conclusion that trusts are 
disliked (or maybe liked too much) by the SARS. In 
his previous budget speech (2012) Minister Pravin 
Gordhan issued a warning to trustees, advisors and 
tax practitioners, saying that: “Poor tax compliance 
is also apparent in respect of trusts and in parts 
of the construction sector, and the role of tax 
practitioners and other intermediaries will come 
under scrutiny.” I would hazard a guess that it is 
this poor compliance  and SARS’ perception that 
trusts are used for tax avoidance that is driving its 
most recent scrutiny of trusts.

The following quote from the judgment of 
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Thorpe v Trittenwein  also reveals a growing 
impatience on the part of the courts with regard 
to the fast and loose manner in which those using 
trusts treat this legal form: “Those who choose to 
conduct business through the medium of trusts of 
this nature do so no doubt to gain some advantage, 
whether it be in estate planning or otherwise. But 
they cannot enjoy the advantage of a trust when 
it suits them and cry foul when it does not. If the 
result is unfortunate, Thorpe has himself to blame.”

It seems though that the Treasury has decided 
to put an end to the abuse of the trust form for the 
purposes of tax avoidance once and for all. In the 
Budget Review, 27 February 2013, the following 
comments in regards to trusts can found:

“To curtail tax avoidance associated with 
trusts, government is proposing several legislative 
measures during 2013/14. Certain aspects of local 
and offshore trusts have long been a problem for 
global tax enforcement due to their flexibility and 
flow-through nature. Also of concern is the use of 
trusts to avoid estate duty, which will be reviewed.

The proposals will not apply to trusts 
established to attend to the legitimate needs of 
minor children and people with disabilities.” 

Many people associate good financial planning 
and estate planning with obtaining a tax saving. 
What a great pity that the trust concept is being 
‘bastardised’ to the extent that many people only 
consider its tax treatment when deciding whether a 
trust is a viable financial planning tool.

But why is using a trust for tax purposes 
’bastardising’ it? The following characteristics of a 
trust can be gleaned from the definition of a Trust in 
the Trust Property Control Act , being the common 
law and case law. Firstly, it requires you to hand 
over your assets to the trustees and to fully divest 
yourself of the ownership thereof. Secondly, the 
assets handed to the trustees are not to be used by 
them for their own benefit, but to be administered 
for the benefit of a beneficiary or group of 
beneficiaries. Thirdly, the trust is to be administered 
in accordance with the terms of the trust agreement. 
To summarise, the trust form is actually intended as 
a means to care for or benefit persons other than the 



donor or the so-called ‘financial planner’.
To return then to the original question, if the trust is to be 

used in an attempt to avoid tax, then it is doubtful that trusts 
will in future satisfy the planner’s expectations.

In the past, one of the main ways in which trusts were used 
to obtain a tax advantage was through the use of the conduit 
effect codified by section 25B  and Paragraph 80 . This was 
done by vesting the trust income or capital gain for the tax year 
in favour of the trust beneficiaries. In so doing, these would 
be taxed in the hands of the beneficiary rather than the trust. 
The Treasury intends in future to prevent trusts from acting as 
conduits in this manner, as stated:

“Discretionary trusts should no longer act as flow-through 
vehicles. Taxable income and loss (including capital gains 
and losses) should be fully calculated at trust level with 
distributions acting as deductible payments to the extent of 
current taxable income. Beneficiaries will be eligible to receive 
tax-free distributions, except where they give rise to deductible 
payments (which will be included as ordinary revenue).” 

It is of course impossible, at this stage, to know what 
amendments will be made to the Act in the process of bringing 
about these changes, but it seems reasonable to assume that 
both section 25B and Paragraph 80 will be deleted.

I’m concerned to hear that - within two days of the budget 
speech -  a broker is advising his clients that to circumvent 
these changes, they simply need to ensure that the deeming 
provisions of section 7  and paras 68 – 73  are applicable, 
thereby ensuring taxation of receipts in the hand of the donor - 
presumably at a lower tax rate. 

Besides the risk that decisions based purely on 
considerations of tax avoidance may be attacked under the 
general anti-avoidance provisions, this ‘solution’ is still 
flawed. It will mostly be too late for tax planners to access 
this supposed solution for existing trusts as the purpose and 
intended advantages of these trusts will already be determined. 
Only when establishing new trusts is it possible to define the 
trust object in such a way as to place the resulting donation in 
trust within the ambit of the aforementioned sections. 

I would think too that there is a very real chance that, along 
with the potential removal of section 25B and Paragraph 80, 
section 7 and paras 68 – 73 may likewise be removed. This 
will certainly be in keeping with Treasury’s stated intention 
of ensuring that trusts’ taxable income and loss are “fully 
calculated at trust level”.

In conclusion, the effectiveness of trusts as a means 
of reducing your tax liability has largely been curtailed. 
However, should the planner wish to use the trust for its 
intended charitable purpose, it is still a useful estate planning 
tool. It offers the planner a means of benefitting designated 
beneficiaries, while the trustees who administer the assets 
on their behalf offer a measure of protection, both from the 
potential squandering tendencies of beneficiaries, and from 
potential creditors. In allocating trust income and capital, 
trustees will continue having much flexibility to adapt to the 
changing circumstances and needs of beneficiaries, thereby 
offering the planner considerable peace of mind. It seems then 
that the trust form will indeed remain a useful tool. ❐

Author: Francois van Gijsen, CFP, FPSA, BProc, LLM (Tax Law) is Director 
of Legal Services at Finlac Risk and Legal Management. 
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wIDenIng  
THE TAx NET IN 2013   

The 2013/14 budget reveals that the tax net can be widened 
without fundamental new taxes. 

w hile Finance Minister, Pravin Gordhan’s, 2013/2014 budget 
speech presentation held no real surprises from a tax 
perspective, it did reveal some interesting developments 

around how tax authorities intend to deal with corruption and tax 
avoidance. In addressing these areas of concerns, tax authorities 
will be able to increase collections without having to introduce any 
major changes in the tax legislation. 

The announcement by the Minister that National Treasury 
intends announcing the name of a Chief Procurement Officer is 
informed by the need for government to increase the value on the 
money it spends. The Minister reported that National Treasury is 
scrutinising 76 business entities with contracts worth R8,4 billion 
that are likely to have infringed the procurement rules.  

The South African Revenue Services (SARS) is also performing 
an audit of over 300 entities and scrutinising an additional 700 
entities. SARS has managed to raise tax of R480 million on 216 
cases concluded. If one takes a simplistic view and extrapolates this 
R480 million to 1 000 potential cases, it seems SARS can collect 
approximately R2,2 billion by simply working on government’s 
procurement processes.  

Also notable is the announcement that SARS, following several 
years of work to trace transactions through multiple jurisdictions 
and entities, is currently pursuing several schemes identified under 
the revised general anti-avoidance rules. This announcement 
interestingly comes within weeks of a local listed company reporting 
via its SENS document that SARS has raised an assessment of more 
than R1 billion by using general anti-avoidance rules. It is certainly 
an interesting development as tax authorities have in the past been 
reluctant to invoke general anti-avoidance rules, instead opting to 
introduce additional specific provisions in the Income Tax Act, 1962, 
which further complicated tax legislation.  

The Minister is of the view that the benefits of some of these 
schemes accrue to advisors and pre-existing shareholders rather 
than new shareholders, who were introduced as the ostensible 
beneficiaries of the transactions. The point made by the Minister 
is to some extent true - in particular when BEE partners are 
introduced using corporate rules. These transactions often result 
in BEE partners carrying a deferred tax liability that may have not 
been factored in their purchase price.

The introduction of the permanent voluntary disclosure 
programme as from 1 October 2012 is encouraging. Following 
the success of the initial voluntary disclosure programme in 2010 
which is now reported to have generated more than R3 billion in 
undeclared taxes, it makes sense to have introduced a permanent 
voluntary disclosure programme. The programme included in 
the Tax Administration Act, 2011, has already generated more 
than R200 million in taxes to date. Another positive, which is 
long overdue, is SARS’ intention to introduce a link between tax 
clearance certificates issued and tax revenue collected from people 
who tendered for work from the state. 

The Minister’s proposal in favour of discretionary trusts no 
longer acting as flow-through vehicles is pertinent. Instead of 

discretionary trusts only paying tax on amounts not distributed, 
the income received by these trusts will be taxed at a trust level, 
with beneficiaries receiving a tax-free distribution. This prevents 
beneficiaries of these discretionary trusts off-setting income against 
tax losses, while avoiding tax in the hands of the trust.

Foreign businesses supplying e-books, music and other digital 
goods and services in South Africa came under the spotlight as 
government announced its intention of registering these as VAT 
vendors.  

However, foreign taxpayers who provide services to South 
Africans will also find themselves liable for withholding taxes on 
management fees they receive from South Africa. These businesses 
can, however, breathe easier at this time, as they have been granted 
a period of grace on this withholding tax (which will also apply 
on interest and royalties) until 1 March 2014. While the VAT 
announcement will certainly be seen as largely negative for digital 
goods and services not currently VAT on imported services or digital 
supplies, a small reprieve is the fact that the withholding tax regime 
that is proposed on interest and royalties will be subject to double 
taxation relief, hence the postponement of its implementation until 
next year.

In addition, government seems to be targeting instances where 
local companies are incurring expenses from foreign connected 
individuals. Although section 31 was recently amended, the 
government is now seeking to introduce deferral of expenditure 
incurred by certain connected persons until such expenditure is 
paid.  

Another industry under the spotlight was that of ‘captive 
insurers’. The National Treasury intends to amend the treatment of 
captive insurers by extending the provisions that deny deductions 
for payments of insurance premiums to short-term insurers (under 
certain circumstances) to long-term insurance policyholders. These 
provisions will affect re-insurers whose reinsurance transactions 
lack a significant element of risk transfer. Furthermore, the National 
Treasury will reconsider the research and development (R&D) 
incentives by adjusting their eligibility criteria.

National Treasury will also consult on the cross-border services 
where South African residents provide long-term services offshore 
for at least 183 days per year. It seems National Treasury is looking 
at extending this period, in particular where a South African 
employer is involved.

Although the Minister announced his intention for the tax 
authorities to work with the Department of Home Affairs and other 
agencies in registering small and micro businesses (including those 
operated by foreigners), this will be a challenge. Although this will 
also work towards widening the tax net, the challenge here is that 
some of the small businesses targeted by SARS operate in remote 
rural areas, where SARS offices aren’t sited. This raises the question 
as to where these taxpayers will go if they need guidance. ❐

Author: Zweli Mabhoza CA(SA) is Head of Tax Services at 
SizweNtsalubaGobodo. 
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Let’s get technical
Meet the team at SAICA’s Standards Department, which fulfils the key role of 

influencing and communicating technical changes to the profession. 
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A department headed up by a highly energetic and 
proactive team stands a great chance of being 
effective.

As a hive of activity, the Standards Department of 
the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants 
(SAICA) is the technical engine room for the whole 
organisation and all its members. Its prime objective 
- to influence legislation and technical standards and 
ensure all members are well-informed of any changes 
made in the profession. In this industry there’s no 
room for confusion and misinformation. 

As a group of specialists who always need to be 
one step ahead of the competition, the team focuses 
on seven core competencies: Assurance, Ethics and 
Members Advice, Financial Reporting, Financial 
Services, Governance and Non-IFRS Reporting, 

Public Sector and Africa, Sustainability and 
Integrated Reporting, and Taxation.

To keep abreast of all technical industry 
changes, regular interaction takes place with other 
departments within the SAICA, as well as external 
stakeholders. 

Vital responsibilities include design, development 
and the quality approval of all technical SAICA 
seminars and events, influencing standards 
and legislation by managing key stakeholder 
relationships, and ensuring high-quality technical 
submissions and/or contributions into external 
processes through various committees within the 
Standards Department. 

Constant communication around technical 
issues must take place with members to keep 
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them informed. Various platforms are used for 
this purpose, including media, weekly Standards 
& Legislation e-mails, website content and regular 
presentations at road shows. Online technical 
guidance is also made available for small- and 
medium-sized practitioners and members in 
businesses. Additionally, guides and circulars are 
issued to assist members who require clarity. 

In light of this, and housed within the Standards 
Department, is the SAICA’s recently launched Tax 
Suite. The Tax Suite offering enhances the current tax 
facility available to SAICA members, and also extends 
to non-members on an annual subscription basis. 
The suite is primarily, but not solely, aimed at tax 
practitioners, so just about anyone who is impacted 
by tax issues will benefit from a subscription. The Tax 
Suite business objective is to offer comprehensive 
tax information via a single electronic portal, thereby 
increasing the number of users interacting with 
it. This is achieved by offering specialised tax 
information, tools and services, in one central place. 

Now, let’s meet the specialists…

MUNEEr HASSAN CA(SA)  
The words of Nelson Mandela inspire Muneer 
Hassan, Senior Executive of Standards at SAICA: - 
“What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have 
lived. It is what difference we have made to the lives 
of others that will determine the significance of the 
life we lead.” 

Hassan’s ambition in life has always been to 
make a difference. As a child, looking up to his 
dad and elder brothers (all within the accountancy 
profession), he dreamed of qualifying as a CA and 
making a contribution in the business world. His 
dream has come true.

In November 2007 Muneer Hassan began his 
tenure at SAICA as Project Director for Tax. He was 
promoted to his current role in March 2012. 

As Senior Executive, his main objective is to 
ensure that the SAICA continues to play a leading 
role in shaping the regulatory environment  and 
governance framework of the profession. This is 
to be achieved through managing key stakeholder 
relationships, ensuring high-quality technical 
contributions into external processes, technical 
communication and services to SAICA members.

Prior to joining SAICA, Hassan was a technical 
tax advisor at the South African Revenue Service. 
He holds certificates in Capital Gains Tax as well as 
Advanced Taxation.

Ewald Müller, former Senior Executive: 
Standards at the SAICA, is his mentor. Müller has 
prepared Mr. Hassan for his current role at the 
SAICA! 

ASHLEY VANDIAr CA(SA)
Ashley Vandiar is a man who prefers his actions and 
accomplishments to describe his character. Quoting 
Shakespeare, “Talkers are no good doers; be assured 
we come to use our hands and not our tongues.” As 
Project Director for Assurance and Members’ Advice, 
he need say no more.  

As an audit specialist, Vandiar is responsible for 

all technical audit and assurance-related matters 
affecting SAICA members as well as the public. 
He liaises with the Independent Regulatory Board 
for Auditors and the Department of Trade and 
Industry (the dti) to influence legislation affecting the 
assurance profession. He also acts as SAICA members' 
representative in discussions with professional bodies.

A desire he nurtures for the profession is to be 
the first to move beyond broad-based black economic 
empowerment, and to focus on class rather than 
race. He explains, “While the current practice has its 
merits in addressing unfairness created by apartheid, 
I believe that 20 years post democracy has changed 
the economic landscape … in order to eradicate 
poverty and inequality, we need to look beyond the … 
skin colour of individuals, and rather focus on their 
economic and financial class.”

Vandiar is also responsible for ethics relating to 
SAICA members, for the SAICA Code of Professional 
Conduct, the management of SAICA's query system, 
and the provision of ad hoc audit lectures for 3rdand 
Honour-year students at certain universities.

“I am ready for anything and equal to anything 
through Him who gives me inner strength. That 
is, I am self-sufficient in Christ’s sufficiency.” says 
Vandiar.

bONgEkA NODADA CA(SA) 
Nodada always wanted to achieve great things in 
life, but wasn’t sure how to go about it: “I knew that 
I wanted to be successful… throughout my high 
school years I did my research, and it was through 
that process that I became aware of the chartered 
accountancy profession,” she says.

“My career choice was informed by the things that 
I am passionate about, and those are working with 
figures and accounting,” explains Bongeka Nodada 
CA(SA), Project Director for Financial Reporting 
Standards.

After completing her articles with 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Nodada joined SAICA as a 
Project Manager and was later promoted to Project 
Director. Nodada currently manages the financial 
reporting function at SAICA, along with juggling 
commentary on financial reporting pronouncements, 
managing relationships with key stakeholders, and 
keeping members informed of latest developments in 
the financial reporting arena.

Diligent, ambitious and down to earth, Bongeka 
Nodada believes in, “The choices we make dictate the 
life we lead.” 

jUANITA STEENEkAMP CA(SA)
Inspired by a love for people and the fact that each 
individual is a unique being, Juanita Steenekamp 
CA(SA) was first motivated to study towards a B.Com 
degree in Industrial Psychology. 

“I had my first child during the time I was 
studying for my Honours degree, which I failed and 
then redid the next year. I really believe that was a 
turning point in my life – it made me believe that a lot 
is possible with very hard work,” she says.

After achieving her Honours in Industrial Psychology, 
she went to work at Eskom. “I worked in human 
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resources as a recruitment specialist, and after five 
years in that role I was looking for a new challenge.”

And the new challenge was set. Six months 
pregnant with her second child, she wrote her 
final exam, and at the age of 34 she qualified as a 
CA(SA). After completing her articles, she worked 
as a financial advisor in the financial reporting 
department at Eskom. 

Mrs. Steenekamp is now Project Director for 
Governance and Non-IFRS Reporting and provides 
advice and services to SAICA members. She deals 
with legislation, primarily the Companies and Close 
Corporations Acts. She also coordinates submissions 
to the the dti and other state entities. 

Steenekamp was part of the group that compiled 
the SAICA Companies Act guide. Additionally, her 
responsibilities include providing a secretariat 
function to the Legal Compliance Committee.

Spending time with her children is important 
to her, and when relaxing, she enjoys reading crime 
novels.

LEIgH rObErTS CA(SA)
Leigh Roberts CA(SA), Project Director of 
Sustainability and Integrated reporting at SAICA, 
is also an ex-financial journalist who has worked in 
both print and television media.

Roberts admits that it's the fact that it’s an 
internationally transportable qualification that 
influenced her decision to pursue a career as a 
CA(SA). Studying at the University of Natal, she 
went on to complete her articles with Ernst & Young. 

In early 2009, she joined SAICA, pursuing her 
interest in environmental matters. She is deeply 
involved in the development of integrated reporting. 
Roberts is a member of the Working Group of the 
Integrated Reporting Committee in South Africa as 
well as a member of the Technical Task Force of the 
International Integrated Reporting Council. 

She is also the current chairperson of the 
FASSET audit committee, and a technical advisor 
to members of the International Federation of 
Accountants' (IFAC) International Accounting 
Education Standards Board (IAESB). She previously 
served as a member of the FASSET management 
board. FASSET is the Sector Education and 
Training Authority (Seta) for Finance, Accounting, 
Management Consulting and other Financial 
Services.

Recognising the need for a perspective beyond 
just the financial, Leigh says that the financial is 
influenced by the non-financial and vice versa. Leigh 
comments: “Accountants have the power to change 
the world. Making business decisions in the context 
of not only the financial, but also considering the 
resultant social and environmental impacts.” 

Unsurprisingly, Leigh also enjoys watching 
business television interviews that are entertaining, 
informative and insightful.

MOHAMMED LOrgAT CA(SA)
Describing himself as optimistic and cheerful, 
Mohammed Ebrahim Lorgat, Director for Public 
Sector and Africa, is also a hard worker and 

someone who does not shy away from a challenge. 
All the technical aspects related to the Public Sector 
communicated to SAICA’s members and the public 
fall under Mr. Lorgat’s responsibilities.

He explains: “I am there to remind them that 
Government also has an important role to play 
in the standards space. Also, because my role is 
linked to a sector rather than a subject, I deal with 
various aspects (accounting, audit, legislation and 
governance), so I get to interact more regularly with 
my colleagues who are the experts with regard to 
private sector matters.” 

An accomplishment he would like to see realised 
for the profession is to have more entry points into 
it. He says, “Currently the system excludes potential 
entrants to the profession due to sole reliance on the 
academic route.”

As part of his portfolio, he also provides 
a secretariat function to the National Public 
Sector Committee and co-ordinates all SAICA's 
submissions on Public Sector technical matters. 
Mr. Lorgat represents SAICA on the Pan African 
Federation of Accountants (PAFA) in a technical 
capacity. Prior to joining SAICA, he was senior audit 
manager at the Auditor-General South Africa.

When he’s not hard at work he’s a die-hard 
Liverpool and Orlando Pirates fan.

PIET NEL CA(SA) *
Piet Nel CA(SA), Project Director for Tax, is a man 
with an insatiable thirst for knowledge. He says, “I 
am always trying to understand things or to be in the 
know. For example, when new information (such as 
a court case) in my field becomes available I would 
want to read it.” 

He excelled at Mathematics in school, and his 
parents insisted that he study further. It's fortunate 
they did, because he now has a B.Com (Hons) 
(Accounting), M.Com (Taxation), as well as his 
CA(SA) qualification.

In 2012 he joined SAICA to head up the newly 
established Tax Suite. Previously, he was a senior 
lecturer at the University of Pretoria with extensive 
experience in taxation issues. Nel is also a former 
member of SAICA’s National Tax Committee.

He has written and reviewed technical learning 
material (based on local and foreign tax law), as well 
as having facilitated technical learning seminars for 
tax practitioners

As a compulsive reader, Piet has great respect for 
a good author.

SOMAYA kHAkI CA(SA) *
Before joining SAICA in 2012 as the Project Direc-
tor of Tax Suite, Somaya Khaki was a senior tax 
manager at Deloitte, specialising in corporate and 
employees’ tax. She worked there for seven years 
and gained a wealth of experience in different types 
of taxes. 

She has consulted on a variety of interesting and 
complex transactions across different industries, 
involving some of the biggest manufacturing, 
telecommunications, construction, agricultural and 
mining companies in South Africa.
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As project director for Tax Suite, the subscriber-
based website that offers complete and up-to-date 
information on tax issues in the country, she says, 
“The skills and knowledge I gained over the years 
are now helping me to provide technical input to 
our Tax Suite subscribers, coming from a position 
of first-hand experience with issues faced by various 
taxpayers. Tax is an ever-changing subject, but 
having gained the ability to identify the issues and 
find the solutions will stand me in good stead in my 
current role.”

Ranking high on her long list of interests is 
reading: “I have been known to stay awake most of 
the night reading an interesting book, when I have 
the opportunity. I’m fortunate in that I married 
someone who also used to sit up all night reading 
when he was a child, so it looks like we’ll have a 
family of avid readers!”

Family and religion are very important to Khaki, 
and she works hard to excel in her career while 
maintaining balance in her personal life.

SUE LUDOLPH, CA(SA) 
Across the globe and in various industries, Sue 
Ludolph CA(SA), SAICA's Project Director for 
Financial Reporting, is well-renowned and respected 
for her outstanding technical knowledge of 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), 
as well as her practical insights into their impact on 
businesses.

Starting her career as National Recruitment 
Manager for Deloitte, she was later promoted to the 
role of National Recruitment Partner. At one stage 
she was also employed by Educor Limited as Dean of 
the Commerce Faculty at their Midrand Campus.

Ludolph assumes the vital financial reporting 
function at SAICA, which includes ensuring that the 
financial reporting process and accounting technical 
process of SAICA is functioning properly.

Ludolph also liaises with the JSE Limited in 
managing the Financial Reporting Investigations 
Panel (FRIP) that investigates non-compliance 
with IFRS. She interacts with key international and 
national stakeholders who are affected by accounting 
and financial reporting issues and whom SAICA 
wants to influence in this area. 

She ensures that members are informed 
of latest developments in the accounting and 
financial reporting arena through the appropriate 
communication channels of SAICA.

In 2011, Ludolph played an instrumental role 
in establishing a Chief Financial Officer forum 
to contribute positively toward the development 
of South Africa’s policy and practice on financial 
matters that affect business.

 

TSHEgOFACO rAMETSI CA(SA)
It was Tshegofaco Rametsi's late orthopaedic 
surgeon father who planted the seed in her mind to 
become a CA(SA). 

She explains, “He introduced me to CAs (SA). I 
spent time with them, learning about the profession, 
and I fell in love with the designation. I wanted to be 
a doctor like my father but changed my mind after 

a hospital visit to his patients.” At one point in her 
life Rametsi even wanted to be an astronaut working 
for NASA. However, now she cannot imagine herself 
doing anything else.

Rametsi began her tenure at SAICA in December 
2010, and is now Project Manager for Financial 
Services. Prior to joining SAICA, she was Scheme 
Financial Manager at Eternity Private Health Fund 
Administrators (now Sanlam Health).

Rametsi supports the Project Director in leading 
the financial services technical, regulatory and 
assurance function within the Standards Division. 
Her responsibilities also include management of key 
stakeholders and the development and delivery of 
service offerings.

She’s actively involved in mentoring others, 
especially those who wish to follow the profession: 
“I make them aware of support structures presented 
by SAICA to aspiring CAs(SA), adding that the 
designation is a gateway to an exciting career that 
has great earning potential.”

In her spare time, she says, “I’m an avid runner 
– totally addicted.”

YUSUF DUkANDEr CA(SA)
Yusuf Dukander’s childhood dream was to become a 
pilot, but always being commended for his incredible 
mathematics and accounting skills in school, and often 
participating in Olympiads, makes it clear why he chose 
to pursue a career as a CA(SA) instead.

Mr. Dukander began his CA(SA) career as an 
External Audit Manager at KPMG Inc. Today he 
is Project Director: Financial Services at SAICA. 
Among his responsibilities is leading industry-specific 
accounting, auditing and regulatory projects, including 
commenting on relevant legislation and standards for 
the finance sector.

He also provides a Secretarial function in the 
management of project groups for the banking, 
exchange control, investment management, long-term 
insurance, medical schemes, retirement funds and 
short-term insurance industries. Of great significance is 
the time he has dedicated to Stakeholder Relationship 
Management with the various regulatory authorities.

According to Dukander, a challenge facing the 
profession is that the regulatory landscape has changed 
and supervisory authorities are going to place more 
reliance on the assurance function. This ties in with the 
combined-assurance model that organisations need to 
familiarise themselves with.

By being a brand ambassador for CA(SAs), it is 
his aim to spark interest among the youth to join the 
chartered accountancy profession.

When asked which quote has inspired him in 
life, he says: “Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to 
change the world. Today I am wise, so I am changing 
myself.” Dukander regards passing both his Board 
examinations on the first attempt as highlights of his 
career.  

In addition to being an avid car fan, he has taken 
up gym and enjoys watching doccies. ❐

Author: Lynn Grala  
Venue: The Maslow Hotel, Photography: BrightLiquidLight

Piet Nel and Somaya Khaki is not present on the photograph*
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SAICA is delighted in the overall performance 
achieved in the recent Part II Financial 
Management Examination (QEII). An overall 

pass rate of 78% was achieved in the November 
2012 examination, although a slight decline over 
the previous year’s 83%.

The pass rate for first-time candidates was 81% 
compared to 88% in the previous year.  Repeat 
candidates did not fare as well, with a 59% pass 
rate compared to last year's 71% pass rate.  

The South African chartered accountancy 
profession has seen a steady increase in the 
number of aspiring black chartered accountants 
passing its QEII examinations. 

141 candidates passed the exam this year, 
compared to 96 candidates three years ago.

Black candidates comprised 65% of those 
passing the 2012 QEII, which is consistent with the 
prior year.

Commenting on the results, Mandi Olivier, 
SAICA’s Senior Executive: Professional 
Development, congratulated the candidates on 
the excellent pass rate: “This is an immensely 
impressive achievement requiring talent and 
great commitment. It is even more pleasing to 
see the gender transformation of the profession 
as evidenced by the top three candidates being 
women and the female pass rate being 80%” she 
said.

QEII is the final examination for trainee 
CAs(SA) and is the culmination of what should be 
at least seven years of studying and training.

There are currently 34 778 CAs(SA) registered 
with SAICA, of whom 2 521 are African, 973 are 
Coloured, 3505 Indian and 27 779 White. 

Olivier is upbeat about the progress in 
transforming the profession, stating that there 
has been a significant increase in the number of 
black chartered accountants entering the CA(SA) 
pipeline. The pass rate among African candidates 
improved significantly between 2009 and 2012 
from 49% to 64%.

“The growth in the pass rate of African Black 
candidates is a positive manifestation that our 
transformation programmes are bearing fruit, with 
higher numbers of black candidates emerging,” she 
adds.
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THE 2012 QEII
The 2012 QEII delivered pleasing results, but will soon be replaced by the next-generation APC exam.

KEY STATISTICS:

Four of the top ten candidates achieved honours (75% 
or higher) in the QE II, an immensely impressive 
achievement requiring talent and great commitment.  
One of the ‘Top 10’ candidates is black. ❐

FInAnCIAL MAnAgEMEnT - PART II oF THE QE: noVEMBER 2012

2012 FAIL PASS ToTAL % PASS

First timers 30 125 155 80.6%

repeats 11 16 27 59.3%

Overall 2011 41 141 182 77.5%

2011 FAIL PASS ToTAL % PASS

First timers 13 95 108 88.0%

repeats 12 29 41 70.7%

Overall 2011 25 124 149 83.2%

ToP TEn CAnDIDATES

PLACE nAME FIRM

1 Keren Swanson * Allan gray Ltd

2 Leanne Sarah Hackner * Investec Bank Ltd

3 Andiswa Mjuleka * Standard Bank of SA

4 Anton Friedlander * Investec Bank Ltd

5 Blake Frederick Musgrove Investec Bank Ltd

6 Michael Peter Toman Investec Bank Ltd

7 Nancy raine Naude Allan gray Ltd 

8 (joint) Candace Bethia Stuhler Nedbank Ltd

8 (Joint) Christopher Martin von der Heyden Standard Bank of SA

10 (Joint) robert James Peche Nedbank Ltd

10 (Joint) Jacqueline Rolina Pott Investec Bank Ltd

10 (Joint) Ori Shushan Investec Bank Ltd

* With honours (75% and above)
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1. GENERAL COMMENTS ON 
THE ExAMINATION PAPER
1.1 ObjECTIVE
In view of the primary objective of Part II of the 
Qualifying Examination (Financial Management), 
namely to test the integrated application of practical 
knowledge, candidates are tested on their ability to:

• Apply the knowledge specified in the subject 
areas set out in the prescribed syllabus

• Identify, define and rank problems and issues
• Analyse information
• Address problems in an integrative manner
• Exercise professional judgement
• Evaluate alternatives and propose practical 

solutions that respond to user needs
• Communicate clearly and effectively.

1.2. TOPICS ExAMINED
QUESTION 1 (100 MArkS)
Foodage Ltd is a restaurant franchisor catering to 
the lower income market offering affordable healthy 
food. 

The group diversified by opening its own Indian 
restaurant chain, wine bars and expanding offshore. 
Foodage also supplies sauces and other condiments 
to group restaurants and retail chains. 

Topics examined Marks
Financial analysis 30

Strategy & risk 16

Share incentive scheme 6

Share buybacks 16

Sustainability & environmental impact 12

Corporate governance 15

Communication skills 5

100

QUESTION 2 (100 MArkS)
Zimrod (Pty) Ltd is a supplier of corporate clothing 
and gifts. 

The company is considering securing the 
exclusive rights to distribute branded apparel and 
setting up a new division for this purpose. Zimrod 
is also in need of a capital injection and is in 
discussions with a potential investor.

Topics examined Marks
Working capital analysis 7

Capital budgeting 20

Strategy & risk 36

WACC 10

Valuations & earnings impact 22

Communication skills 5

100

2. SPECIFIC COMMENTS
2.1. QUESTION 1
Question 1 was the more difficult of the two questions 
in the exam. Candidates generally struggled with 
the analysis and discussion of the effectiveness of 
Foodage’s share buyback programme. 

2.2. QUESTION 2
Question 2 was a fair question. It was pleasing to 
note that the general knowledge and application of 
the cost of capital has improved in recent years. This 
question’s strategy and risk management section 
is generally considered a challenge, although the 
candidates performed commendably in 2012. 

3. GENERAL COMMENTS
From a review of candidate answers to the two 
examination questions for the November 2012 
examination, the following basic deficiencies were 
identified. This affected the overall performance 
of candidates, and it is a matter of concern that 
candidates annually make the same mistakes. 
Although certain aspects would appear to be common 
sense, candidates who pay attention to these areas 
may even improve their marks to the point of passing.

3.1. LAYOUT AND PrESENTATION 
General layout and presentation has improved 
since prior years. Candidates should allocate 
time to planning, layout and presentation of their 
answers before committing thought to paper, as the 
presentation marks account for 5 to 10% of the total 
available marks. 

Very often, candidates start to write without 
planning their answers properly, which invariably 
leads to, for example, parts of the same question 
being answered in several places, or a restatement 
of facts in different parts. Candidates should be 
reminded that repeating information given in 
the question does not earn any marks. Marks are 
awarded for appropriate presentation and candidates 
should answer questions in the required format, such 
as a letter, memorandum or report. 

3.2. IrrELEVANCY
Marks are awarded for quality, not quantity. 
Verbosity is no substitute for clear, concise, logical 
thinking and good presentation. Candidates should 
bear in mind that a display of irrelevant knowledge, 
however sound, will gain no marks.

3.3. wOrkINgS
It is essential that candidates show their workings 
and supply detailed computations to support the 
figures in their answers. Marks are reserved for 
methodology, but can only be awarded for what is 
shown. 

Please start preparing for next year's examination 
in good time – sufficient preparation and a review of 
the basics, together with your training, will stand you 
in good stead for the November 2013 examination!

Best of luck! ❐
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Making success 
their destination

©2013. PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”). All rights reserved. (JB 13-12663)

When we invest in our people, we know that we’re investing wisely!

To our 348 successful Public Practice Exam (PPE) candidates, your hard work and 
determination mean we can once again proudly say:
•	we have the highest number of PPE candidate passes
•	158  successful ACI* candidate passes 
•	6 of our candidates placed in the national top 10

We look forward to travelling the road with our new CAs, as they seize the opportunity of a 
lifetime to grow and develop themselves to be tomorrow’s leaders.

Congratulations!

www.pwc.co.za

* African, Coloured and Indian
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CHANGES TO PART II OF THE 
QUALIFYING ExAMINATION 
SAICA will be changing the format of the Part II 
Qualifying Examination to a competence-based 
assessment. The revised assessment of professional 
competence will be called the Assessment of 
Professional Competence (APC).The APC replaces the 
two separate discipline exams (Auditing and Financial 
Management.) The APC will focus on the strategic 
and managerial aspects of the broader accountancy 

old (Part II) new (APC)
Two exams (auditing  = PPE ) and (Part II Financial 
Management)

One exam (assessment) written by all and to be named the Assessment of 
Professional Competence (APC)

SAICA and IRBA set exams Only SAICA to set the APC

Case study primarily focused on either auditing (PPE) or 
Financial Management

Multidisciplinary case study

Philosophy of the old exam was to assess specific 
competence based on where the training contract was being 
undertaken (public practice versus commerce)

Philosophy of the new exam is to assess professional competence irrespective of 
where the training experience is acquired

Little emphasis on the professional skills Much greater emphasis on the assessment of the pervasive skills of ethical 
behaviour, professionalism, personal attributes and professional skills

Requirements to write the exam:
Passed Part I; AnD
Completed 18 months of practical experience; AND
Successfully passed the APT (Accounting Professional 
Training) course

Requirements to write the APC: 

1 Candidates must have passed the Initial Test of Competence (ITC); AND
2 Candidates must have completed 20 months of a 36-month training contract by 
the beginning of the month in which the examination is written. Recognition of prior 
work experience (to count towards the 20 months) will be considered by referring 
to the extent to which the Training Requirements Committee gives recognition of 
prior learning within the training contract; ANd
3 Candidates must have successfully completed the professional programme

Exam paper provided to candidates in both English and 
Afrikaans

Exam provided to candidates only in English 

Candidate’s exam answers may be provided in both English 
and Afrikaans (either will be marked)

Candidate’s exam answers may be provided in any of the official South African 
language, provided that the entire paper in answered in the same language

Writing manually Writing electronically (i.e. using basic Word and Excel functionality), to be phased 
in. This will be done by way of a pilot group in 2015 and depending on the result of 
that, full or partial implementation in 2016, but with full implementation from no later 
than 2017

All information provided on the day A pre-release of information (not all) will be provided in advance of the exam, so 
that candidates will have time to prepare and work through the material. Additional 
information and the required section will be provided on the day

Two papers of 100 marks each One multi-disciplinary paper (no marks allocated)

Allocating marks within each required sub section of each 
paper

Assessing competence (no marks are awarded)
based on candidate attempts:
No attempt
Not competent
Limited competence
Borderline competent
Competent
Highly competent

Marking manual scripts on manual mark plans Mark making use of an electronic tool (allows for better collation and  analysis of 
data)
A full pilot of this process is planned for 2013

Marks (which often give an indicator as to time) Principles evaluated, with more emphasis placed on evaluating overall competence

Time is limited (3 hours per paper with half an hour reading 
time) per 100 mark paper

Time to be a constraint, but not as severe as in the ITC. A full day will be allocated 
(8 hours) to complete required tasks in line with what trainees would encounter in 
real life

discipline, with its primary objective being to assess 
the professional competence developed during the 
combination of academic, professional and training 
programmes. The APC will be written for the first 
time in November 2014.

The process of qualification as a CA(SA) remains 
unchanged, and only the nature of the assessment 
of professional competence will change. In the table 
below are the key changes. For queries email us at 
apc@saica.co.za. ❐

Author: Helen Bimbassis CA(SA) is Project Director: 
Education at SAICA. 
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The first step 
in any investment
is recognising
extraordinary 
potential early.

Long-Term InvesTIng

Allan Gray is one of the leading investment management companies in Southern Africa. We couldn’t 

have achieved our 38-year track record without investing in potential. That’s why we offer aspiring 

Chartered Accountants the opportunity to participate in the Allan Gray CA Training Programme, one 

of the most sought-after programmes of its kind in South Africa. In the recent final qualifying exam, 

all five of our carefully selected candidates passed, and two placed 1st and 7th respectively in the 

country. If you ask us, this is a fine example of recognising extraordinary potential early. For more 

information, contact Tarryn Forbes on 021 446 7779 or email topp@allangray.co.za
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THE CrEAM OF THE 
QEII 2012 CrOP

We ask how the highest scoring graduates of the 2012 QEII paper approached this 
hurdle, and what they believe lies ahead.1KEREn SWAnSon, 

AllAn GRAy, TRAInEE.

Why you chose the CA(SA) route? 
I always wanted to be in the corporate 
sphere. There are few other degrees that 
come close to the opportunities that present 
themselves once you obtain your CA(SA)
designation. Many business leaders are 
CAs(SA) and one immediately gains a 
certain level of respect when people know 
you are a CA(SA). The degree and training 
provide an extremely solid base from which 
to work in business and elicit a certain way 
of thinking, making you suitable for a great 
variety of careers.
 
How did you prepare for the exams? I drew up an 
achievable and detailed timetable in terms of what needs to 
be completed each day. Once you have a plan, it is less likely 
that you will procrastinate and fall behind. I study more 
than 8 hours a day on average, splitting it into two major 
sessions (morning and evening) with short 15 minute breaks 
in between. The break that I take at midday is long enough to 
feel revitalised for the next session. During this break I either 
sleep or leave the house to exercise or see friends. As I did 
past papers during the course before the QEII, I summarised 
some of the answers that I thought might come up again into a 
book, grouping similar topics together. 

This book formed the base of my theoretical studying. 
When Board studying started, I first went through my book to 
get a solid theoretical base. Once I’d gone through the theory, 
I did as many past papers as possible, trying my best to stick 
to time limits. This allowed me to get used to the way in which 
they asked questions and provided excellent practise for the 
actual Board exam.
 
What support did you get from your company? We 
received a few weeks of study leave and they had an external 
company come in to practise some of the techniques that you 
may use in the Board paper.
 
Advice to other candidates preparing for the QE 
Exams. Stay focussed during this time of study and maintain 
a good balance of studying and social activities so that you are 
refreshed and focussed. Work hard for these few weeks, it is 
definitely worth every minute spent studying when you finally 
hear those sweet words that you passed.
 

“The highest reward 
for man's toil is not 
what he gets for it, 

but what he becomes 
by it.” 

- John Ruskin (1819-1900)

2lEAnnE HACKnER, InVESTEC, 
CuRREnTly In CAPITAl MARKETS.
 
Why you chose the CA(SA) route? I always knew I 
wanted to go ‘into business’ and the CA(SA) route was an 
option that kept a lot of doors open.

How did you prepare for the exams? Throughout 
university, I studied with a group of close friends, and we 
kept this study group throughout Board 1 and 2. During study 
leave, we all met and sat around a table doing past exam 
papers and discussing the solutions.

How will this achievement 
change your life? Being 
qualified will give me the 
freedom to move forward with 
my career. All the hard work has 
now paid off.

your message to other 
candidates preparing for 
the QE II Exams. It’s the last 
stretch guys - just push through. 
Finding friends to study with 
makes the time spent learning 
more bearable. 
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One call can give you 
access to attractive Fasset 
benefits, incentives and 
programmes paving the 
way for your future.
Make the pivotal call on your future. If you are an 
employed learner, call Fasset on 086 101 0001 to find 
out about all our benefits including free Lifelong Learning 
training events, career building learnerships and the 
tailor-made NSFAS Loan Repayment Grant for 
employed learners.

The 
career call 
that counts
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3AnDISWA MJulEKA, 
STAnDARD BAnK, TRAInEE 
ACCounTAnT (3RD yEAR).
 

Why you chose the CA(SA) route? I 
believe that the CA(SA) route would equip me 
with both technical and professional skills that 
will enable me to become a well-rounded and 
influential business leader. In addition, the 
CA(SA) designation is well recognised globally 
and will expose me to many global and local 
opportunities.
 
How did you prepare for the exams? APT 
afforded me an opportunity to revise technical 
skills and knowledge. I also attempted past exam 
papers under exam conditions while attending 
Atcor classes. In this way, I was able to improve 
my exam technique. Rotating between various 
areas in the Standard Bank Group gained 
practical experience that became very valuable 
when answering questions. I did my best to keep 
up-to-date with both local and global economic 
and business news, and I used this valuable 
knowledge as and when it became relevant. 

Above all, the grace of my 
Lord made it possible for the 
studying to go well according 
to plan.
 
How will this 
achievement change 
your life? Coming third 
will definitely change my 
perspective on how to 
approach other challenges 
that lie ahead. 
 
Advice to other 
candidates preparing for 
the QE II Exams. As Ben 
Franklin once said:
 “By failing to prepare, 
you are preparing to fail”. 
Preparation is vitally 
important. Seek to learn 
and understand from all the 
mistakes and errors that you 
make while preparing for 
the exam. Know which study 
methods work well for you.

AnTon FRIEDlAnDER, InVESTEC.   

Why you chose the CA(SA) route? I have always known that one day I want to be a business leader, and so it 
seemed logical to pursue a qualification which is widely regarded as the best foundation for business. The CA(SA) 
degree develops an approach to understanding and interpreting financial information, and has left me feeling well-
equipped to enter the business world.

How did you prepare for the exams? By the time a student in the CA(SA) route has reached the second board 
exam, the technical aptitude is there. The focus for me was therefore largely on exam technique, which is improved 
by practising exams under exam conditions.

What support did you get from your company? Investec is extremely supportive of any type of study. They 
provided technical and technique training, 
as well as designating a more than sufficient 
period of study leave.

How will this achievement change your 
life? I have no delusions or expectations 
that this achievement has defined my path. 
Obviously doing well in a qualifying exam can 
be a boost in the right direction and for one’s 
confidence, but it is now that the real work 
begins. The platform has been built and now it 
should be sensibly used.

Advice to other candidates preparing 
for the QE II Exams. By QE II, you are so 
unbelievably close to reaching the end goal. 
Maintain your discipline and keep your eye on 
the prize. Practise as many past exam papers 
as you can and try to improve your exam 
technique.

5
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5BlAKE MuSGRoVE, InVESTEC BAnK. 

Why you chose the CA(SA) route? I believe the CA(SA) 
qualification to be one of the best launching pads into 
business. It equips you with a well-rounded education and 
the broad set of skills necessary to be a business leader - this 
is evidenced by the vast representation of CAs(SA) on many 
JSE listed company boards, as well as CAs running businesses 
in the private sector.  The CA(SA) qualification enables you 
to grasp the backbone of business and provides dynamic and 
exciting career opportunities.

How did you prepare for the exams? I put a lot of 
effort into preparing for the APT course - I viewed this to 
be the core of my technical preparation for the board exam. 
The APT course was an extremely valuable tool for isolating 
any weaknesses, both technically and with regard to exam 
technique. 

What support did you get from your company? 
Investec was extremely supportive to all its trainees through 
the APT and QEII process.  Practical and simulated exposure 
to the subject matter through the rotations on the Investec 
CA programme assisted in preparation for QEII. The CA(SA) 
programme team equipped us with all the tools necessary to 
succeed, including a day dedicated purely to exam technique, 
which contributed to the excellent results achieved by the 
Investec trainees in the 2012 QEII. 

How do you think this achievement will change your 
life? The letters ‘CA(SA)’ add credibility behind one’s name 
and the qualification is a passport to local and international 
business opportunities. I believe becoming a CA(SA) has set 
me on the path to becoming a future business leader where I 
hope to be able to help manage, lead and grow businesses for 
the benefit of society and the economy at large.  Passing the 
QEII also opens the door to join a community of respected 
and influential professionals.   
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8CAnDACE STuHlER, 
nEDBAnK 

Why you chose the CA(SA) 
route? My father is a CA(SA) 
and provided essential guidance 
to help me make my decision. 
He helped me realise that the 
CA(SA) designation is highly 
valued throughout the world 
and will ensure that I have a 
multitude of career options 
available to me. 

How did you prepare for 
the exams? I prepared for 
the exam by studying the notes 
that were provided in the APT 
lectures as well as my own notes 
that I had made during CTA. 
Once prepared, I completed all 
of the past papers under test 
conditions and marked them 
critically. I made sure that I had a very strict timetable in place, which not 
only ensured that I could complete all of my studying, but also allowed ample 
time to relax, move house and continue planning my wedding.

What support did you get from your company? The CA trainee 
management team was always available to offer us guidance as well as 
motivation. It made a huge difference knowing that we had a team of 
supporters behind us.

How will this achievement change your life? It has reassured me that 
I have chosen the correct career path for myself by following the CA(SA) 
route.

your message to other candidates preparing for the QE II Exams. 
Do all that you can but do not overdo it. An imperative part of being able 
to pass the exam is the mental state that you go into it with; therefore it is 
critical that you feel as relaxed and calm as possible.

8CHRIS Von DER HEyDEn, 
STAnDARD BAnK

Why you chose the CA(SA) route? It is 
one of the most highly recognised financial 
qualifications in South Africa as well as being 
very highly regarded overseas. I was always 
interested in numbers and finance since an 
early age, making the CA(SA) qualification the 
most appealing to me.

How did you prepare for the exams? I 
took a holiday first in order to fully recharge 
my batteries before putting in the effort for 
this final hurdle. I then spent my time in the 
library slowly working through all the previous 
QE papers. By doing the past papers I was 
continually improving my exam technique and 
learnt how the examiners like the questions to 
be answered.

What support did you get from your 
company? Standard Bank supported me 
financially by paying for APT as well as QE2. 
They also sent us on a pre-board course which 
focused on exam technique. The study leave 
they granted us was also very generous and 
gave us sufficient time to prepare adequately 
for the exams.

How will this achievement change your 
life? It should open even more doors for me 
than I had initially anticipated.

your message to other candidates 
preparing for the QE II Exams. Don’t 
spend too much time focusing on theory, 
APT is for that! Rather take some time off to 
prepare yourself physically and mentally and 
then spend your time constructively by working 
through the past papers thoroughly.

 “By failing 
to prepare, 

you are preparing 
to fail”.

- Benjamin Franklin
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JACQuI PoTT, InVESTEC 
BAnK

Why you chose the CA(SA) 
route? I wanted something 
challenging, job security and 
acknowledgement - and something 
recognised globally. The CA(SA) 
filled all of the requirements I had 
envisioned, and what’s more - it 
allowed me to follow my passion of 
problem solving and puzzles.

How did you prepare for 
the exams? I completed 
the Gauteng APT course before 
writing the exam and ensured that I 

applied my mind to all the assignments and tutorials provided. 

What support did you get from your company? They held 
a full day revision workshop at the office where we were given the 
opportunity to discuss “hot topics”, as well as revising prior year 
papers.  We were also given study leave and, if needed, moral 
support and guidance.

How is this achievement going to change your life? Passing 
QE II has put me another step closer to my goal of becoming a 
CA(SA), after which I believe a multitude of work opportunities 
will become available to me.   Also, achieving a result in the top 
10 of the country will serve as recognition of my hard work and 
dedication, as well as an affirmation of my abilities.

RoBERT PECHE, nEDBAnK.

Why you chose the CA(SA) route? I was always interested in 
business and money, and the CA(SA) route seemed like the most 
challenging option in the business field. I knew it would give me a 
broad foundation to take on the world.

How did you prepare for the exams? I looked for key themes 
tested in previous years and tried to create a set of frameworks to 
use in answering those themes 
so that I would put together well-
structured answers in the exam. I 
also found that watching Dragons 
Den on BBC actually helped a 
great deal with understanding 
how extremely successful 
entrepreneurs think, and the 
QE II exam tests this practical 
understanding.

What support did you 
get from your company? 
Nedbank was extremely generous 
with the leave given to trainees 
for both QE II and APT. I had 
also worked in challenging 
rotations in Capital Finance, Equity Derivatives and Prime 
Broking, so I had been exposed to front office and accounting 
environments. I had a great body of knowledge and a strong 
support base going into the exam.

14731_HR_AccountingSA_MagAD.indd   1 2011/02/24   2:37 PM

The Shoprite Group would 
like to congratulate our 
Trainee Accountants for 

achieving a 100% pass rate 
for us in the SAICA QE II.10

10
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D r ‘Blade’ Nzimande, the Minister of Higher 
Education and Training, noted that: “It is 
important to create linkages across post-school 

institutions and to ensure that all learners get 
appropriate work experience.” Saica seeks to tackle 
the critical shortage of accountancy skills in line with 
the strategic mandate of the country. 

Chartered Accountants (SA) are highly sought 
after because of their technical competence 
and ability to resolve a variety of complex and 
unstructured problems. This competence is 
developed through combining a four year academic 
programme with a one year ‘hands-on’ training 
programme, through which aspiring CAs(SA) apply 

Aspiring CAs(SA) will soon be writing the APC, designed to be more relevant in 
the modern era than the venerable QEII.  

academic theory in practical ‘real life’ scenarios. The 
CA(SA) brand is directly linked to the high standard 
and rigour of its qualification process, built on the 
three key components of education, training and 
assessment. South Africa’s CA(SA) qualification 
is recognised for its excellence, both locally and 
internationally. 

To maintain this exceptional CA(SA) standard 
and ensure that qualifying for it remains relevant 
and competitive, it is vital to periodically review 
how CAs(SA) qualify. A complete review of the 
qualification process was undertaken in 2007, 
although small and incremental changes to the 
programme have been made over the years.

QEII bEINg rEPLACED 
bY THE APC ExAM
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2013 PArT II

2013 PPE

2013 rEPEAT

2013 APT

2014 FAILUrES

2013 APC

• Part II Financial Management will be offered to first timers for the last time in 2013
• Supplementary exam offered in 2014 for candidates who fail 2013 exam

• PPE will be offered to first timers for the last time in 2013
• Supplementary exam offered in 2014 for candidates who fail 2013 exam

•  Repeat candidates who write and pass the PPE after 2013 will be accepted as being 
'equivalent to' the APC for the purpose of qualifying as a CA(SA)

•  APT Auditing and Financial Management specialist programmes will also be 
offered to the last time in 2013

•  Candidates who wont pass Part II Financial Management supplementary exam in 
2014 will be required to complete the new professional programme in order to be 
eligible to write the APC

• The APC will be written for the first time in 2014

APC COMMUNICATION
Key Messages: Transitional Arrangements



Michael Fraser - Banking & Financial Services
Tel. +27 (0)11 881 2408 
Email. michael.fraser@robertwalters.com

Nic Sephton-Poultney - Commerce & Industry
Tel. +27 (0)11 881 2414
Email. nic.sephton-poultney@robertwalters.com

Helen Swithenbank - International Careers
Tel. +27 (0)31 561 1260 
Email. helen.swithenbank@robertwalters.com 

 SACIREMA   EPORUE ACIRFA AISA AISALARTSUA 

www.robertwalters.co.za

GLOBAL Salary 
Survey 2013:
Insight At Every Level

WHAT ARE YOU WORTH?
To find out what you are worth and to compare your salary across sectors and countries, 
request a complimentary copy of Robert Walters Global Salary Survey.

www.robertwalters.co.za/salarysurveyrequest

Robert Walters is one of the world’s leading professional recruitment consultancies, and has 
fantastic opportunities to offer accountants with a wide range of top tier clients in Johannesburg.
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Saica has recognised a need for additional support, 
innovation and creativity in how we engage and support our 
aspiring CAs(SA). In reviewing its qualification process, Saica 
explored education delivery models that offer the flexibility to 
meet the individual needs of learners, while still enabling them 
to gain appropriate skills for working in a variety of roles after 
qualifying. 

THE rEVIEw OF THE QUALIFICATION PrOCESS HAS rESULTED IN:
• The adoption of a competency framework that outlines the 

competencies (knowledge, skills and attributes) required 
of entry level CAs(SA) (2009)

• A revised training model (adopted in 2010)
• A revised Part I exam  - now the Initial Test of Competence 

(ITC), which assesses technical competence
• The development of a new final assessment, which will 

be called the Assessment of Professional Competence 
(APC) and will be written for the first time in November 
2014. The APC replaces two separate exams (Auditing and 
Financial Management), which currently serve as the final 
assessment before qualifying as a CA(SA). 

The primary objective of the APC is to assess professional 
competence developed during CA(SA) academic, professional 
and training programmes. While the objective of the final 
assessment does not differ substantially from the current exam, 
there are several changes to the way the assessment will be 
undertaken. These changes are:
• The APC will take the form of a single integrated case study 

based on a real-life scenario
• It will also be an integrated multidisciplinary case study, 

which will cover a broad range of competency areas
• All candidates will be examined on the same case study, 

irrespective of their individual training contracts 
• Contextual material will be pre-released to all candidates 

five days before the assessment is to be written to allow 
candidates to undertake appropriate research and refresh 
the relevant technical knowledge related to the scenario 
provided. The information provided should not enable the 
candidates to predict with any degree of reliability what 
will actually be required on the day of the assessment

• Additional information and the required tasks will be 
provided to the candidates on the day

• Candidates will be assessed based on their competence.

The above changes have been made to emulate accountancy 
practice in the real world and assess the professional 
competence of aspiring CAs(SA), such as their ability to apply 
important skills such as problem solving, judgement, research 
and communication, to a real life case study. The purpose of the 
APC is not to re-assess all technical knowledge at the same level 
as in the ITC, but aims to assess the candidate’s ability to apply 
technical knowledge and skills in demonstrating that he/she 
can assimilate information, differentiate between relevant and 
irrelevant information, identify and solve problems - all in an 
effectively communicated manner.

This approach will more accurately assess the competencies 
that candidate CAs(SA) have gained through practice in the 
workplace during their training contracts. Qualifying through 
the APC will ensure that CAs(SA) remain relevant and continue 
to be sought after for their skills and insight. ❐

For further information please refer to www.saica.com or contact apc@saica.co.za
Author: Helen Bimbassis CA(SA) is Project Director: Education at SAICA. 

All of us at Nedbank want to congratulate all our CA 
trainees on their 2012 QE11 examination results! Two of 

our trainees were among the top 10 in the country.
…………………………………………………………………………

Well done for making things happen!

Joint 8th! Candace, well done! You must feel 
very proud of your achievement. What have 
some of the highlights been while working for 
Nedbank? The biggest highlight has been my 
corporate credit rotation. I was put into the 
role of a credit manager and given the lead 
in numerous large deals involving many well-
known corporates. I have also thoroughly 
enjoyed participating in the CSR projects.

Rob, you must be overjoyed at being joint 
10th. Can you tell us how Nedbank has 
contributed to developing your career? I have 
worked in various environments of the bank, 
including Capital Finance, Equity Derivatives 
and Prime Broking and now Group Strategy. I 
have had incredible tailored exposure to the 
banking world and I have been entrusted with 
work at a very high level. This has helped my 
development tremendously and has given me 
a breadth of knowledge that I wouldn’t have 
thought possible in just three years.

WITS SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY 
GRADUATES EXCEL ONCE AGAIN!

WITSSCHOOL OF
ACCOUNTANCY

We congratulate our graduates on yet another superb set of results 
in the SAICA and IRBA professional examinations (Part 2)

Graduates in the Top-10 of the 
Public Practice Examination:

THE FACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES…
• Wits School of Accountancy has produced 17 Top -10 students in the Part 1 Exam over the last 8 

years – the highest number produced by any single university in South Africa   

• Our graduates consistently dominate the Top-10 places in the Professional Exams.

Nicole Wainer                 Joint 1st                 Honours

Tamar Schamroth           3rd           Honours 

Caeleigh Britton        Joint 4th         Honours

Jessica Jones        Joint 4th         Honours

Name Position Name Position

Graduates in the Top-10 of the 
Financial Management Examination:

Leanne Hackner               2nd             Honours

Anton Friedlander         4th           Honours

Candace Stuhler      Joint 8th

Robert Peche      Joint 10th

Ori Shushan      Joint 10th

Wits gives you the edge in qualifying as a CA(SA)!



ON TRACK WITH THE BIG CAT AND REVIEWING AUDI’S WINNER OF A SOFT TOP CONVERTIBLE.

Jaguar track day and 
Audi’s new A5 convertible

 LeAD LIfESTYLE

T here are many people who believe they can drive a 
car, but how many “drivers” can control a car when 
things go wrong?
I was recently invited by a group of accountants to 

participate in a track day at Gerotek testing facilities.  
This was going to be a fun day involving aquaplaning 
and handling circuits and high speed ovals. First 
however, was the ‘talk’ on what not to do and how to 
respect the power and performance of the car.

As soon as the ‘talk’ was concluded, we were 
informed that the cars were waiting in the parking lot 
with the keys inside. I was expecting the odd XF to 
play around with. Much to my surprise, however, in 
the parking lot stood a few XJ’s and the amazing XKR. 
Needless to say I ran for the XKR and jumped right in. 
As I pushed the start button, the car growled to life, 
reminding me just how many horses are lurking below 
the bonnet. 

The first phase of the track day involved 
the aquaplaning, during which the instructors 
demonstrated just how easy it is to control an XF or 
XJ through unexpected water puddles. As we came 
round the bend at approximately 110 km/h we hit the 
puddle, and all the instructors had to do was let go of 
the steering wheel and apply pressure to the brakes. 
The tyres squealed as the anti-skid function engaged, 
bringing the car to a gentle stop.

Next up was the wet track phase. The open track 
was watered down and cones were placed in strategic 
locations. We were given the keys and instructed to 
navigate the cones, first with the anti-skid function off, 

and then with it on. I was quite impressed with how 
nimble the XJ was on this track. I managed a better 
time in the XJ than I did in the XKR, but I suspect this 
is due to being unable to take my foot off the XKR’s 
accelerator.

We then headed off to the stability track. This was 
my favourite section. We were allowed to take the cars 
around the twisty course, first using our own lines, and 
then those of our instructors. This caused the adrenalin 
to surge to such an extent that some drivers just drove 
off the track because the experience was too much for 
them. It was pure fun for me personally, especially 
pushing the XKR to the point where the engine growl 
sounded similar to the screeching tyres. If I could, I 
would have done this all day.

Finally, we were let loose on the oval track. We 
were informed that inexperienced drivers should keep 
to 190 km/h on the straights and about 160 km/h on 
the bends. Following my first lap the instructor allowed 
me maximum acceleration. I reached 190 km/h on the 
bends and a mind-blowing 220km/h on the straights. 
Because the track is relatively short, this really is not for 
everyone. The embanked bends are especially scary. The 
interesting thing is that the track is designed in such a 
way that at 100 km/h any car will actually go around it 
without the driver touching the steering wheel.

Overall, I think this is an amazing experience that 
everyone should try, both from a learning and sheer 
excitement perspective.  ❐

Track day courtesy of Thabani Zuli & Co.
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I n this age when technology seems to be evolving 
faster than we can keep up, it’s rather difficult to 
stand out from the competition. This is evident 

in the motoring world where the manufacturers are 
continually tweaking and updating their offerings. Audi 
is no different, with the launch of their updated A5. 
This latest version has done away with the famous LED 
or pearl lights, and in their place is an all-new solid 
LED that adds shape and definition to the headlights. It 
gives this Audi a unique presence and stand-out factor. 
The design is incorporated in the rear lights as well.

The form of the convertible model has also 
changed, if only slightly, in that the fold along the 
side of the body is now almost straight. Personally, I 
think this makes the car look more conventional. The 
previous curved and aggressive lines gave the vehicle 
more character.

The all-new 3.0 TFSI pushes out an amazing 
200 KW and an impressive 400 nm or torque while 
remaining fuel-efficient. Although many believe 
that the “T” designates 'turbo', the engine is actually 
supercharged. What impresses me most though, is the 
utter smoothness of this motor. There are no harsh 
vibrations or vicious growls, but rather a subdued hum. 
This, coupled with the DSG gearbox, makes this car feel 
almost like it is floating, with unbelievably smooth gear 
changes to boot. This all translates into a thoroughly 
enjoyable driving experience.

Audi’s new soft-top offers the unique option of 
an acoustic hood that makes the car almost as silent 

as a hard-top. Not to mention the fact that it looks 
amazing. The roof opens in just 15 seconds and can be 
operated while driving at a speed of up to 50 km/h per 
hour. This means you can open or close the roof while 
waiting for the traffic light to change. 

On the road, the car is well-mannered and easy to 
drive. Thanks to the Quattro system the car is almost 
impossible to lose control of. Even with the roof down 
the motor just hums all the way to 4500 rpms, before 
it unleashes a slight growl. If there is any negative (and 
this sounds quite ironic), it's that the car just feels too 
refined. 

The cabin is spacious enough for four adults with 
accompanying luggage, as long as the roof is not 
opened. With the roof down, you lose about 30% of the 
boot space, which seems a reasonable trade-off. The 
only tricky thing is that getting in and out of the rear 
seats requires some contortionist skills. This is much 
easier accomplished with the roof down - or by kids.

All in all, I think this is a brilliant car in that it 
features sporty looks without losing the practicality 
of a four-seater vehicle. The stunning design will get 
you noticed even when you're not trying to be, and 
the drive is so easy that my 9-year old could probably 
drive this car with his eyes closed. Not that I’d let him, 
of course. This vehicle is a sure winner, and as far as 
I'm concerned, the new benchmark for middle range 
soft-tops.   ❐

Author: Azim Omar CA(SA) is a member of SAGMJ. 

MANUFACTUrEr 
SPECIFICATIONS:

EnGInE:
3.0l V6 Cylinder  
PoWER: 
200KW 
ToRQuE: 
400Nm  
0-100KM/H: 
7.3 Sec (Claimed) 
FuEl 
ConSuMPTIon: 
Average 7.2l/100km 
Co2: 
200 g/km 
PRICE: 
From R509 000,00

Car courtesy of Audi 
South Africa.
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  Finance Director 
  r800 000 ctc, cBD 

Vibey, young media company is looking for a “one of a kind” CA (SA) to 
fulfill a sought after position which entails operational and strategic input. 
This full function position will be the go to for all business requirements. 
FANTASTIC experience to be gained. CA (SA) with 5 years’ experience within 
an operational role managing staff. Outgoing, bubbly, hands on personality 
with a wild entrepreneurial flair will flourish in this role. Reports directly 
to the MD.  candice.k@wexford.co.za 

  Financial Director
  r700 000 ctc – r650 000 ctc + Bonus, central Jhb

Dynamic entertainment concern seeks vibey, young CA with solid technical and 
management experience to head up a small finance team, implement corporate 
governance, control and manage budget spend. Incumbent will report to the MD 
and the board of directors. Company offers the opportunity to make your mark 
as a young CA where your strategic input to the board will be required. CA (SA) + 
2-3 year post article management experience, good communication and people 
skills – a must!  tanya.b@wexford.co.za

tel: +27 11 785 4930    Fax: +27 11 785 4939   www.wexford.co.za
Three Seasons Office Park, 7 Spring Street, Rivonia, 2128

  accountant
  r650 000 ctc, east rand

Technical, hands-on and career driven CA (SA) with 2 years post article 
experience within a manufacturing concern needed for a JSE listed manu-
facturing  specialist. This role will ovesee 2 skilled and very analytical 
accountants. Growth potential within subsidiaries. Adhoc projects keeps 
this role position interesting and gives the right candidate the opportunity to 
provide specialist technical know-how.  candice.k@wexford.co.za

  ManageMent accountant
  r750 000 – r600 000 ctc, north

Large, successful pharmaceutical company who puts staff first, offers lots 
of training and is rated in the top companies to work for seeks an astute, 
highly accurate and motivated individual to join company as a management 
accountant. Huge potential to grow. Strong candidate who is not scared to 
challenge the CFO if necessary is essential. CA (SA) or BCom Hons with 4-5 
years’ experience essential.  zuleika.a@wexford.co.za 

  newly QualiFieD ca (Sa)
  r500 000 – r450 000 ctc, rivonia 

Successful manufacturing company in FMCG sector requires a hands-on, 
technical, newly qualified CA (SA). Responsible for full finance accounting 
function, budgeting, variance analysis, forecasting and extensive reporting. 
Direct report to F.D. This is a succession plan for high caliber individuals 
who are willing to go the extra mile. Excellent bonus structures. 
SA CITIZENS ONLY!  zuleika.a@wexford.co.za 

  Finance Manager
  commercial, r850 000 ctc, gauteng

International cosmetic brand leader requires energetic, commercially 
aware CA with solid problem solving acumen and strong people skills. This 
role supports the business from sales to marketing to customer spend. If 
you enjoy being a strategic part of the operations using your technical 
accounting and analysis skills then this is the position for you. CA (SA) with 
3 to 5 years commercial experience essential. FMCG experience secures.  
janet.b@wexford.co.za 

 ADVertorIAL SET REcRUITMENT
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It’s safe to say no industry escaped the economic downturn 
unscathed. In some way every sector was impacted on, least of 
all by having to find new ways to do business in a significantly 

altered marketplace.
This was especially true for the recruitment sector, where 

retrenchments, limited hiring and cost-cutting exercises took their 
toll. The latter prompted a move towards companies bearing 
the responsibility of sourcing talent directly from the market 
themselves. This was done through various means, such as online 
job boards; print media (including specialist and trade titles); social 
media platforms and networks; and through establishing internal 
staff referral programmes (for friends or former colleagues) and 
dedicated in-house recruitment teams.

Although the dIY approach often doesn’t net the widest pool 
of the best possible candidates out there and can place additional 
strain on administrative staff, it does allow for effective cost 
reduction, further brand awareness via media coverage and the 
opportunity to reward staff through internal referral schemes rather 
than paying funds out to an agency.

This naturally begs the question – in this brave new business 
landscape, is there still a role for recruitment agencies to play? The 
short answer is yes. granted, the professional environment has 
changed and the recruitment industry, like so many others, has had 
to evolve, but those that have adapted are as necessary today as 
they were 10 years ago. 

In fact, in these ‘dog-eat-dog, do-or-die’ times, a good 
recruitment agency couldn’t be more valuable. Yes, in-house 
recruiters have their place, particularly when it comes to regular 
day-to-day positions, but professional posts requiring highly skilled 
talent needs recruiters that are just as skilled. Because the truth 
is, specialist recruitment agencies – those that focus on specific 
industries – have an exclusive set of skills to offer.

For a start, they know the market. It’s their job to track the 
trends, interpret the market conditions, understand the skill 
requirements, become experts in their niche industries and identify 
the best possible candidates from within the available talent pool.. 

Linked to this is the recruiter’s ability to aggressively head 
hunt candidates. Not only can they approach competitors without 
any form of reputational risk, but they also know how to manage 
the expectations of candidates recruited in this way. To this end, 
they’re able to advise both client and candidate on market-related 
issues, from relevant qualifications and the anticipated salary to 
the so-called ‘softer’ staff qualities that have become increasingly 
important.

A good agency has an incredibly strong relationship with 
its clients and really knows them inside and out. Beyond mere 
operations, the agency thoroughly understands their clients’ needs, 
areas of growth and strategic intent for the next one to three 
years. They’re tuned into that company’s vision, and are quickly 
and efficiently able to identify talent that can help the organisation 
realise its goals.

Specialist agencies also bring another must-have to the table – 
access to quality talent. It’s all very well clients demanding high-
performance individuals, but where do they find them? Recruitment 
agencies worth their salt command excellent brand recognition, 
which encourages high-calibre candidates to contact them for 
representation. Such agencies also have their own candidate 
databases, and nurture relationships with professional associations 

beYonD recrUItMent
PARTNERING WITH cLIENTS 

and industry specific member bodies in order to tap into their talent 
stores.

relationships are key in the recruitment industry. unlike other 
companies that have fixed assets, the relationships agencies build 
with their clients and their candidates are their assets. And this 
really speaks to the heart of the value recruitment agencies provide 
today: they’re more than just third party players on the fringes of a 
company’s business, they’re an extension of the client’s brand and 
their partners on their journey to long-term success. 

The recruitment agencies offering these skills are also the ones 
that have transformed themselves to answer the demands of the 
‘new’ business world. That is, they’ve moved beyond just gathering 
CVs and handling straightforward recruitment to offer their clients 
something more. Increasingly that includes adopting a consultancy 
approach, where the agency adds greater value by providing a suite 
of complementary products as part of their service.

These value-added products and services deliver the ‘more 
bang for their buck’ that most businesses are after today, and 
help clients make informed hiring decisions. Without doubt, they 
also separate the good from the average recruitment agency by 
differentiating themselves in the marketplace and developing strong 
competitive edges.

Businesses that invest in such future-forward recruitment 
agencies will see returns for years to come. Because the talent 
recruited today, if perfectly matched to the company and its vision, 
will be that organisation’s leaders of tomorrow.

author (photo below): Jayson theron, Director at Set Recruitment.
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  Finance Director 
  r800 000 ctc, cBD 

Vibey, young media company is looking for a “one of a kind” CA (SA) to 
fulfill a sought after position which entails operational and strategic input. 
This full function position will be the go to for all business requirements. 
FANTASTIC experience to be gained. CA (SA) with 5 years’ experience within 
an operational role managing staff. Outgoing, bubbly, hands on personality 
with a wild entrepreneurial flair will flourish in this role. Reports directly 
to the MD.  candice.k@wexford.co.za 

  Financial Director
  r700 000 ctc – r650 000 ctc + Bonus, central Jhb

Dynamic entertainment concern seeks vibey, young CA with solid technical and 
management experience to head up a small finance team, implement corporate 
governance, control and manage budget spend. Incumbent will report to the MD 
and the board of directors. Company offers the opportunity to make your mark 
as a young CA where your strategic input to the board will be required. CA (SA) + 
2-3 year post article management experience, good communication and people 
skills – a must!  tanya.b@wexford.co.za

tel: +27 11 785 4930    Fax: +27 11 785 4939   www.wexford.co.za
Three Seasons Office Park, 7 Spring Street, Rivonia, 2128

  accountant
  r650 000 ctc, east rand

Technical, hands-on and career driven CA (SA) with 2 years post article 
experience within a manufacturing concern needed for a JSE listed manu-
facturing  specialist. This role will ovesee 2 skilled and very analytical 
accountants. Growth potential within subsidiaries. Adhoc projects keeps 
this role position interesting and gives the right candidate the opportunity to 
provide specialist technical know-how.  candice.k@wexford.co.za

  ManageMent accountant
  r750 000 – r600 000 ctc, north

Large, successful pharmaceutical company who puts staff first, offers lots 
of training and is rated in the top companies to work for seeks an astute, 
highly accurate and motivated individual to join company as a management 
accountant. Huge potential to grow. Strong candidate who is not scared to 
challenge the CFO if necessary is essential. CA (SA) or BCom Hons with 4-5 
years’ experience essential.  zuleika.a@wexford.co.za 

  newly QualiFieD ca (Sa)
  r500 000 – r450 000 ctc, rivonia 

Successful manufacturing company in FMCG sector requires a hands-on, 
technical, newly qualified CA (SA). Responsible for full finance accounting 
function, budgeting, variance analysis, forecasting and extensive reporting. 
Direct report to F.D. This is a succession plan for high caliber individuals 
who are willing to go the extra mile. Excellent bonus structures. 
SA CITIZENS ONLY!  zuleika.a@wexford.co.za 

  Finance Manager
  commercial, r850 000 ctc, gauteng

International cosmetic brand leader requires energetic, commercially 
aware CA with solid problem solving acumen and strong people skills. This 
role supports the business from sales to marketing to customer spend. If 
you enjoy being a strategic part of the operations using your technical 
accounting and analysis skills then this is the position for you. CA (SA) with 
3 to 5 years commercial experience essential. FMCG experience secures.  
janet.b@wexford.co.za 
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We require someone that will:
•Be responsible for financial analyses in the finance department or 

responsible for a division providing financial accounting services for 
headoffice and/or group companies. 

•Apply principles of accounting to analyse financial information and 
prepare financial reports.

•Compile and analyse financial information to prepare entries to accounts, 
such as general ledger accounts, documenting business transactions.

•Analyse financial information detailing assets, liabilities and capital. 
•Prepare balance sheets, profit and loss statements and other reports to 

summarize and interpret current and projected company financial 
position for other managers.

•Audit contracts, orders and vouchers and prepare reports to substantiate 
individual transactions prior to settlement.

•Install, modify, document and coordinate implementation of accounting 
systems and accounting control procedures.

•Make recommendations regarding the accounting of reserves, assets and 
expenditures.

Remuneration: Market Related Cost to Company
Location: Cape Town (South Africa)

Email your CV, ID, & Academic Transcripts to: 
recruitment@oasiscrescent.com

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT

w w w . o a s i s c r e s c e n t . c o m

The Oasis Group is a dynamic wealth management business 
operation formed in 1997. The Group is comprised of multiple 
companies; each specialising in contributing towards Oasis 
extensive product range that is designed to meet the needs of 
the Shari’ah and socially responsible client markets.  Product 
offerings include collective investment schemes, retirement 
funds, endowments and pension annuities for the retail client and 
segregated portfolios and pooled policies for institutional and 
high net worth clients. 

CLASSIFIED 
For Classified advertisement information: 
Contact Palesa Khobane Tel: 011 621-6696. All 
advertisements to be submitted to: Accountancy 
SA, PO Box 59875, Kengray, 2100, Fax 011 621-6807 
E-mail:  classifieds@saica.co.za 

APPOINTMENTS

DYNAMIC AUDITING COMPANY
We are based in Dunkeld and seek new trainees (excluding those with 
current existing contracts) as well as qualified staff. Excellent training 
and prospects exist. Please email one page CV to david@dkalmin.co.za 

AUDIT STAFF REQUIRED
Established audit firm based in Northcliff requires trainee accountants 
(excluding those with current existing contracts) and audit staff at 
all levels. Excellent training and competitive remuneration packages 
offered. Please forward your CV to johanc@arcinc.co.za

A DYNAMIC BENONI BASED COMPANY 
Is looking for newly qualified trainees (this excludes trainees with 
existing current contracts). For more information contact Moore 
Stephens FRRs in Benoni. Please phone 0114218374 or email Joeyk@
frrs.moorestephens.co.za
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CLASSIFIED 
SErvIcES

AUDIT TEAMS
Audit teams available working on caseware at very competitive hourly 
rates supervised by R C de Vos Bcompt. Call Rory on 0837016429 or 
email rorycharles7@gmail.com.

INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL OPINIONS
Christiaan Vorster, CA(SA), focuses on Valuations, Financial 
Modelling and Litigation Support (expert witness). He has 16 years 
experience in both corporate and academia. Contact Christiaan on 
0829053244 or at christiaan@businessgrowthafrica.com

CORPORATE SERVICES
We can assist with yearend workload or investigations. We can 
also assist with business services, company secretarial services and 
corporate services. Contact Philip on 0828545844 (Johannesburg), 
Johan on 0836506362 (Pretoria).

PArTNErSHIPS & PrAcTIcES

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED RETIREMENT OR SELLING YOUR 
PRACTICES?
Established practice invites expressions of interest from 
practitioners who are considering retirement or who wish to 
dispose of their practice or part thereof. Send me an email at 

Manfred@profitplan.co.za or call me at 083 251 4070.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A MERGER?
Should you be interested in merging with a long established and 
extremely successful accounting and auditing firm in South Africa,  
which is JSE accredited and internationally affiliated, then there is no 
doubt that this could be mutually beneficial to both practices. Let us 
explore the possibility. Call Marius on 0828873496 now.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SELLING?
In the world of accounting and auditing, a well established, JSE 
accredited and internationally affiliated C A firm is looking to acquire 
your accounting or auditing practice  in Gauteng, Cape Town, 
Bloemfontein or Durban. Should you be interested in selling, please 
give Marius a call on 0828873496.

PARTNER /BLOCK OF FEES
Equity interest or Block of fees sale in an audit/accounting practice 
in Durban from a retiring partner. Fee base > R3m. Handover period 
negotiable. Contact durbanpracticeforsale@gmail.com or 0827859692.

PARTNER REQUIRED IN RUSTENBURG
Should you be interested in merging with a long established and 
extremely successful accounting and auditing firm in South Africa,  
which is JSE accredited and internationally affiliated, then there is no 
doubt that this could be mutually beneficial to both practises. Let us 
explore the possibility. Call Marius on 0828873496 now.
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Please submit detailed CVs to Charles Stilwell at charless@quest.co.za quoting the relevant reference.
Please note that if you have not been contacted within 14 days, then please accept that your application 
has been unsuccessful.

Tel: (011) 628-0477 

Follow us on:

HIGH PROFILE OPPORTUNITIES

Accountant
•  R450k – R600k p.a. Cost to Company plus Bonus
• Newly qualified CA(SA) or with 1-2 years’ post-articles 

commercial experience
• Excellent academic results at both secondary and tertiary 

level essential
• Cape Town

An international group in the financial services sector has a 
vacancy for a highly energetic, results-driven and technically 
astute individual to assist with the management of the 
accounting and reporting function.
Duties will include: • Responsibility for a division within 
the group providing financial accounting services to Head 
Office and/or group companies • Financial analysis and 
preparation of financial reports, including details of assets, 
liabilities and capital • Preparation of monthly, quarterly 
and annual financial statements and other reports to 
summarise and interpret current and projected company 
financial position • Installation, modification, documentation 
and coordination of the implementation of accounting 
systems and accounting control procedures • Provision of 
recommendations regarding the accounting of reserves, 
assets and expenditure.  Ref: CHS/oa

Investment Analyst
•  Recently qualified CA(SA) or with 1-3 years’ commercial 

experience in the asset/investment management sector
• CFA® or studying towards CFA® highly recommended 
• Exceptional secondary and tertiary academic track record 

a prerequisite
• Cape Town

An international group in the financial services sector has a 
vacancy for an exceptionally high achiever with above-
average analytical skills to join the Investment Team. This 
position has arisen as a result of the exceptional growth of 
the group and its continued striving for providing service 
excellence to clients. This is an excellent opportunity for 
building a long-term challenging and rewarding career 
within the Group.

Duties will include research, analysis and providing 
recommendations regarding investment opportunities in 
bonds, commodities, equity, and other investment vehicles, 
as well as projecting rates of return on capital, total equity, 
asset utilisation and leverage.          Ref: CHS/oia

Newly Qualified CAs
•  R450k-R500k p.a. Cost to Company
• Articled to Big 4 plus exposure to financial services
• Cape Town
Due to the exponential growth of this international group in 
the financial services sector, several vacancies are available 
for newly qualified CAs who wish to embark on an exciting 
career in this direction.
The vacancies range from Accounting, Finance and 
Reporting to Investment, Fund and Asset Management.
The ideal opportunity would be assessed on an individual 
basis following the interview process, and taking into 
account the candidate’s aptitude and preference towards a 
chosen career.
This is an excellent opportunity to gain sound commercial 
experience in an environment where training and mentoring 
are fundamental to providing a successful transition from the 
profession to commerce.
Requirements: • Experience in the audits of clients in 
the financial services sector • Excellent academic track 
record • A real desire to carve a career in the financial 
services sector • Above-average analytical skills • A flair for 
financial instruments.  Ref: CHS/og 

finance

+27 21 418 1750 • Cape Town     +27 11 622 2723 • Bruma     
+27 12 348 2960 • Pretoria           +27 11 318 2101 • Midrand    

TREASURER                          cApE Town AREA 

Market related salary

An affluent company in Somerset West is 
looking for a Treasurer. BCom degree, min. 
8 years in banking environment (Treasury 
area), or in the Treasury department of an 
organisation, is needed. Experience: FECs, 
LCs, SARB regulations as well as having dealt 
with bonds, guarantees and warranties.  

Consultant:  Monique Bisschoff                                         
Contact: +27 21 418 1750
E-mail: mbisschoff@communicate.co.za

REpoRTInG MAnAGER            
JoHAnnESBURG                                 

R850 000 – R700 000 cTc  pa 

International bank seeks reporting manager for 13 
African countries. Ability to build rapport and gather 
essential information to meet deadlines. Detail 
oriented, extreme sense of urgency, excellent report 
writing skills for management reporting packs. 
BCom (Hons) + articles or CA(SA) req. Previous exp 
with cross border/African exposure essential. 

Consultant: Nolene Mayhew  
Contact: +27 11 622 2723
E-mail: nmayhew@communicate.co.za

FInAncIAL AccoUnTAnT                                                       
JoHAnnESBURG noRTHERn SUBURBS                                  

R500 000 – R450 000 pa

A leading retail giant seeks to employ a 
qualified financial accountant with BCom or 
equivalent, and 5 years experience, to be 
based at their central finance hub. The aim is 
for the individual to take on the responsibility 
of financial reporting and management in 
order to support and lead the team to success. 

Consultant: Trinisha Singh                                                           
Contact: +27 11 318 2101
E-mail: tsingh@communicate.co.za

FInAncIAL MAnAGER/conTRoLLER           
GAUTEnG                                

R950 000 – R750 000 pa

Listed manufacturing group seeks an experi-
enced CA(SA) to work alongside executive. 5 
years financial management experience, with 
prior experience in managing large projects 
beneficial. Excellent growth opportunity and 
exposure within international markets on offer 
to the successful candidate.

Consultant: Frances Visser                                                                                
Contact: +27 87 350 9464  
E-mail: fvisser@communicate.co.za

cFo                                                     GAUTEnG         

R1.6 million – R1.2 million (neg)

International construction company is seeking 
a CFO for their mining division. Candidate 
must be CA(SA) with at least 4 years executive 
experience in the mining sector. You will be 
responsible for strategic finance, managing of 
a large finance team, and form part of Exco. 
Excellent growth and development on offer.

Consultant: Annamarie Vermaak                                                            
Contact: +27 12 348 2960  
E-mail: avermaak@communicate.co.za 

www.communicate.co.za

communicate Personnel is the proud winner of a Bronze “TOP 8 RecRUiTMenT cOMPanieS 2012” PMR.afRica award.

for more information and career opportunities, visit:

FInAncIAL MAnAGER           JoHAnnESBURG

R1 200 000 – R900 000 cTc pa

My client is in the process of short-listing 
for a Financial Manager/2IC to the CFO. 
The successful candidate must have a BCom 
finance degree with extensive experience as a 
Financial Manager in the commercial industry.  
This individual must be open to travelling to 
Mpumalanga or the Vaal Triangle.  

Consultant: Jaco Loots                                                              
Contact: +27 11 622 2723
E-mail: jloots@communicate.co.za



CA (SA)
CONSTRUCTION/ENGINEERING/MINING  
EXPERIENCE
R550 000 PA
Global entity requires a CA(SA) with 1-2 years 
commercial experience for a Group Accountant 
position.
Please email your CV to: 
lynda@frontlinesolutions.co.za

B.COM (ACC) - 3-5 YEARS POST 
QUALIFICATION EXPERIENCE
R300 00 TO R450 000 PA
Senior Accountant, Financial Accountant 
positions open within various industries
Please email your CV to: 
lynda@frontlinesolutions.co.za

CA (SA) (TOPP Articles)
Newly  qualified  or  2-3  years  commercial 
experience within Financial Services industry or 
Manufacturing.Market related salaries.
Please email your CV to: 
lynda@frontlinesolutions.co.za

BUSINESS ANALYST - CAPE TOWN (EE)
R450 000 TO R550 000
Leading company seeks an analytical thinker to 
provide in-depth analysis on key financial 
risk/opportunity areas in the business. You will 
be involved in budgeting, forecasting, variance 
reporting and cost management.  
B.Comm/CIMA qualification with 5 years post 
qualification commercial experience is ideal. 
Please send your CV to 
helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

NEWLY QUALIFIED/SOON TO QUALIFY CA’S
If you are considering a career move out of the 
auditing profession into a commercial/business 
environment within 2013, come and talk to us 
about the various options open to you.  We can 
assist you in finding a suitable position in line 
with your personal vision/objectives, including a 
competitive package starting at around R480k 
PA, exclusive of performance based incentives.  
Don’t delay, act now and let us facilitate your 
career path development into the future.
Contact:
ian@frontlinesolutions.co.za  (Johannesburg)
nicky@frontlinesolutions.co.za  (Durban)

SENIOR GROUP ACCOUNTANT - CAPE 
TOWN (EE)
NEG UP TO R600 000
Assisting the CFO, you will be a CA (SA) with at 
least 5 years commercial experience and will 
ideally have had some exposure to the Retail 
industry. Responsibilities will include effective 
internal controls, risk management and 
implementation of financial strategies within the 
Group. 
Please send your CV to 
helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

SPECIALIST RISK, ASSURANCE AND 
GOVERNANCE  DIVISION  OFFERING 
OPPORTUNITIES TO:
• Nearly qualified CA’s
• Newly qualified CA’s 
• Qualified CA’s with commercial 
              working experience
Expand your expertise within Internal Audit, 
Risk and Governance across a variety of 
commercial local and international sectors.
Please contact Marichen, Sonja or Chantal at 
011 706 9222 or send your email to 
rag@frontlinesolutiuons.co.za

MANAGER COST ACCOUNTING  -  JHB
R850 000 PLUS PERFORMANCE BONUS
A pro-active team leader CA (SA)/CIMA with 5 
years standard costing experience in Manufac-
turing with integrated ERP, QAD or COGNOS 
will grasp this opportunity to manage  effective, 
accurate and functional costing department.  
Key duties include analytical planning and 
forecasting, total inventory management 
evaluation and margin control. This born leader 
must exhibit initiative and develop staff to 
optimise B.U. capacities and business 
processes.
Please email your CV to 
jim@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Frontline Recruitment is a wholly owned division of the Kelly Group Limited and lives the Kelly Group vision of “unlocking the power of 
people in the world of work”.  Frontline Recruitment incorporates 2 additional specialist divisions namely Risk, Audit & Governance and 

Executive Search. 

Frontline Recruitment is a specialist financial recruitment company
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Talk to SET about finding talent for South Africa and further afield in Africa.  
We have offices in Johannesburg (Head Office) and Cape Town. 

Results.
The real indicator of success.
From Board level, CFO to newly qualified 
CA appointments in Banking & 
Financial Services, Public Sector, 
Professional Services and IT

Our results speak for themselves.

We are a BEE level 2 accredited company
Established 2003

0861 SET REC (738 732)
E-mail: info@setrecruitment.co.za

www.setrecruitment.co.za

recruitment consultants
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